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summary
Computational grids are used for the discretisation of paaial differential equations (PDE's) such
that solution of the resulting system of algebraic equations for the discrete values of the dependent
variables provides an approximationto the solutionof the system of PDE's. When the discretisation
of the partial differential equations (PDE's) is fixed, it is the local distribution of grid points, in
terms of density and smoothness, that determines the accuracy of the numerical solution. The
present thesis deals with adaptation of so-called single-block structuredgrids with a fixed number
of grid points, as a tool to provide automatic control over the distribution of these grid points.
The thesis consists of four parts:

- In the fist part the so-called EquidistributionPrinciple is introduced which forms the basis
for the grid adaptation techniques developed. After a brief discussion on grid quality the
literature is reviewed on existing techniques and the thesis objectives are formulated.

- The second part contains the theoretical background:
- The one-dimensional equidistributionprincipleis reviewed and cast in two different
variational formulations to interpret the function of this principle.

- An extension of the equidistribution principle to three dimensions is developed. One
of the variational formulations of the one-dimensional equidistribution principle is
extended to a Weighted Least Squares formulation suitable for problems in more
dimensions. It is shown that four well-known grid adaptation methods from the
literaturecan be cast into this extended formulation. These methods are compared and
their pro's and con's are identified.

- The so-called Compound Weighted Least Squares formulation is introduced to eliminate some of the shortcomings that are identified. It is shown that there exist two
explicit interpretations of this formulation in terms of applying the equidistribution
principle in each dimension. For two-dimensional problems an invertibility theorem
is presented that shows that the adapted g i d is non-overlapping. Such a theorem does
not exist for most methods presented in the literature.

- The third part contains the application of the developed theory to two- and three-dimensional
aerodynamic problems.

- The theoretical results of the second part are used to develop a robust and powerful
grid adaptation algorithm suitable for the computation of viscous compressible flow
in two dimensions. A considerable effort is put into the specification of the weight
functions in the adaptation equations, the adaptation of highly stxetched grid cells that
occur in boundary layers, and the solution of problems that arise when a structured

grid is connected to itself as occurs in so-called C-topology grids. The algorithm is
demonstratedby application to computations of the flow around two different airfoils.

- A similar development is described to obtain a grid adaptation algorithm suitable for
the computation of viscous compressible flow in three dimensions. The algorithm
is applied to a variety of 3D aerodynamic problems including a transonic wing, a
transonic wing-body combination, a delta wing, and a rocket-propelled space vehicle.

- The fourth part contains the summary and the conclusions of the present study,
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1 Introduction
This chapter contains a general introduction on the subject of grid adaptation. A major part
of the material included has been presented previously during the "27th Computational Fluid
Dynamicsw-courseof the 1995-1996 Lecture Series Programme of the Von K m a n Institute for
Fluid Dynamics (Refs. [30] and [31]).

Computational grids are used for the discretisation of partial differential equations (PDE's) such
that solution of the resulting system of algebraic equations for the discrete values of the dependent
variables provides an approximation of the solution of the (system of) PDE's. The accuracy of the
numerical solution depends on:
1. the computational method used,

2. the computational grid, and

3. the solution itself.
The computational method determines which derivatives appear in the truncation error of the
discretised PDE's while the computational grid and the solution itself determine the magnitude of
derivatives.
Let for example the function x(f) defme a non-uniform grid in one-dimensionalphysical space as
the image of a uniform grid in one-dimensional computational space:

An approximation of the first derivative of a function f (x) with respect to x is:
f i + ~- fi-I
fz = f&z = f f ~ l x=
c
Xi+l - xi-1

+ T.E.

The truncationerror T.E. is O ( ( N - I ) - ~ )andtheleading term intheT.E. is afunctionof higher
order derivatives of x(t) with respect to t and f (x) with respect to x, i.e., a function of both the
computational grid as well as the solution.

That the solution of the problem at hand is incorporated in the truncation error prohibits a priori
tuning of the grid point locations other than:

- global refinement by increasing the number of nodes in each direction,

- increasing the node density locally in regions of high surface curvature,
- increasing the node density locally in regions of geometry discontinuities
- for viscous flows, increasing the node density locally in regions near solid walls,

- tuning to an estimate of the flow solution obtained ffom experience or from theory.
As an alternative a typical computation could start on a given initial grid and during the course of
the flow computation the grid could be adjusted to the developing flow solution. This explicitly
illustrates the subject of the present thesis: Adaptation of the computational grid simultaneouslyor
quasi-simultaneously with the flow solution with the goal to increase the computational accuracy.
This approach implies that the result of the numerical simulation is not only the discrete flow
solution but also the location of the grid points. The location of the grid points is such that the
flow solution will be smoothly distributed over the grid points. The consequence is that for each
flow condition the grid is different.

The present thesis deals with adaptation of so-called single-block structured grids. A single-block
structured grid is defined as the image of a uniform grid in [O,1In (n = 1 denotes the unit interval,

n = 2 denotes the unit square and n = 3 denotes the unit cube) under a given regular map to
the physical domain, see Fig. 1. By a regular map we mean that it is continuous, one-to-one and

Fig. 1 Definition of single-block structured grid.

invertible. Structured grid adaptation can not be carried out by local addition or subtraction of
grid points since this would destroy the structure of the grid. Global addition or subtraction of
grid points is indeed possible by simply changing the grid dimensions, but is not very efficient.
If the flow solution requires local refinement of the grid then global refinement would add also
points in other locations. The alternative is grid point movement. If local grid refinement is
required the grid could be arranged such that locally points are moved towards the particular spot,

while some distance away grid points stay at almost fixed positions. Grid adaptation by point
(node) movement is less efficient and effective than local grid refinement possible with so-called
unstructured grids (see e.g. Refs. [69], [70], [71]). A large class of modem CFD methods for
viscous high-Reynolds-number flows, however, is based on discretisation of the Navier-Stokes
equations on structured grids incorporating highly stretched cells, typically with aspect ratios of
1:1000 or 1:10,000. This is the motivation to put effort in the development of grid adaptation
methods based on node movement within structured grids.

A basic concept for the generation and adaptation of structured grids is to identify grid lines
(in 2D) and grid surfaces (in 3D) as iso-lines and iso-surfaces of scalar functions that are defined
in the physical domain. Figure 2 shows an example of two families of iso-lines in the unit
square, each corresponding to a different scalar function. The points of the structured grid are
subsequently constructed as the intersections of these two families of iso-lines. From this concept
it is straightforward to define:

Adaptation of structured grids is equivalent to adaptive construction of scalar functions
over the physical domain.

1.1 One-dimensional Equidistribution Principle
In one-dimensional problems an adaptive grid consists of a number of points along the coordinate
axis with the p i n t distribution tuned to the solution of the problem. The goal of the adapted grid
is to provide a set of points that is most suitable for discretisation of the equations that govern
the problem. The use of finite-differences introduces a truncation error which depends on both
the grid and the solution of the problem. To minimise the truncation error one can tune the mesh
size to the local behaviour of the solution. Let the variation of the solution be measured in some
sense by a sbictly positive weight function, then the following Equidistribution Principle can be
applied:

(weight function) x (meshsize) = constant

Fig. 2 Two families of iso-lines of two different scalar functions combined into a single computational grid.

As a result the mesh size will be small where the weight function is large and, vice versa, the
mesh size will be large where the weight function is small. This principle plays a key role in the
development of many adaptation methods not only for one-dimensional problems, but also for
multi-dimensionalproblems.
Mathematically the equidistributionprinciplecan be formulated as:

w(x)xE = constant,
where x(E) : [O, 11 ++ [O, L] E R is the map that defines the grid and w(x) : [0,L] E R

(3)
r

DE

R+ is the weight function. Once the adaptive map I
([) is obtained by solving Eq.(3) the adaptive
grid is constructed as the image of a uniform grid on the unit interval under the map x(E), see Eq.
(1). Examples of weight functions incorporating first andlor second derivatives of the solution

are presented and discussed by Thompson [65]. One of these examples concerns the following
weight function:

where f (3)is the problem solution of the one-dimensional problem. It is easily verified that
substitution of w(x) given by Eq. (4) into the equidistributionprinciple (3) yields:

- constant,
GXZ f f2

meaning that grid points are equally distributed over the graph (x,f (x))~. In case f(x) is a
monotonically increasing function of x,another interestingpossibility is to take:

It is againeasily verified that substitutionof w(x) given by expression (6)into the equidistribution
principle (3) yields:

fE = constant,
meaning that f has become a linear function of E.

(7)

Eiseman [21] presents a dozen ways to formulate the equidistxibution principle, ranging from the
differential statement given by Eq. (3) to variational statements. We will select a few of these
formulations that are representative for many adaptation methods found in the literature, see Fig.
3.

- Evolutionary Statement

- Finite-D'ifference Statement

- Differential Statement

- Variational Statement I
miniie

K [ f ]= I1

/ d,52 x .
Q 'LO

- Variational Statement II
1
minimise F(FI,. . . , f N ) = -

2 ;

(€;+I wi+$

All of these statements are related to each other as is illustrated in Fig. 3. Starting from
Variational Statement I we have two possibilities: either we discretise the integral and obtain
Variational Statement 11, or we derive the Euler-Lagrange equation associated with Variational
Statement I and arrive at the Differential Statement. The Finite-Difference Statement is obtained
by either discretising the Differential Statement or derive the zero-gradient condition to satisfy the
Variational Statement II. Finally the Evolutionary Statement is obtained by applying the Jacobi
iteration technique to the Finite-Difference Statement.

1.2 Extension to two dimensions
In view of the observation that grid generation or adaptation in two and three dimensions can be
considered as the construction of suitable scalar functions, see Fig. 2, the objective of the present
section is to:

I

Variational
Statement I
I

St
1 order
discretisation

/~ u l e r - ~ a ~ r a n ~ e

Statement

Variational
Statement I1

I

1zero gradient
Statement

!

Jacobi
iteration

I Evolutionary

I

Statement
Fig. 3 Relations between various formulations ofthe equidistribution principle.
Find computational coordinates E(x, y ) and q(x, y ) such that iso-E and iso-11 contours
projected on the physical domainform a smooth grid that is adapted to some given scalar
function, say p(x, y).
For simplicity,but without loss of generality, we assume for the moment that the physical domain,
say Q, is the unit square and that the initial grid is a uniform grid with square cells. Like the
formulation of the one-dimensional equidisbribution principle we can give a number of statements
for the generation of an adapted grid in Ck

- Evolutionary Statement

with

- Finite-Difference Statement

- Partial Differential Statement

- Variational Statement I

- Variational Statement If
F(&;i=

1,..,N ; j = 1,...,N ) =

Note that if the two weight functions are both identical to one, each of the above formulations
represents the Laplace equations for both f and 7.
It was noted by Thompson [65]that, if the grid is determined by PDE's, we need an appropriate
grid to obtain the solution of the computational coordinates ( f , II)T as functions of the physical
coordinates (x, y)T on a general 2D domain. To construct such a grid we need in turn to solve
PDE's: hence we have arrived at an "chicken or egg" problem (who was first?). To circumvent this
problem Thompson proposed to interchange the roles of the dependent and independentvariables.
As a consequence the equations for x and y as functions o f f and 7 have to be solved on the
rectangular computational domain. The grid in the computational domain is simply uniform.
Thompson evaluated this approach for the Poisson equations:

which can be transformed into (summation convention):

where x = ( x ,Y ) ~E1, = f , f 2 = q, PI = P , and Pz = Q, and
tensor (summation convention):

is the contravariant metric

Note that due to the transformation we have exchanged uncoupled linear PDE's (19) for coupled
quasi-linear PDE's (20).
While for the initial grid the above describedtransformationis necessary to generatethegridpoints,
the situation for grid adaptation is quite different since an initial grid is then already present, which
can be used to solve the grid adaptation equations. Furthermore, weight functions that are involved
in the grid adaptation process are functions of the physical coordinates ( x ,Y ) ~e.g.,
, containing
the density gradient. Hence when the grid adaptation equations are transformed and solved for the
physical coordinates as functions of the computational coordinates then evaluation of the weight
functions w(x, y ) at the updates of the points in physical space requires interpolation of the flow
solution at every iteration. Therefore it is beneficial to solve the linear equations directly for the
computational coordinates ( E , q)T as functions of the physical coordinates ( x ,y)T and to invert
the resulting map numerically to obtain the physical coordinates as functions of the computational
coordinates afterwards. This is illustrated in the next chapters of this thesis.

1 3 Gridquality
In the first section of this chapter it is pointed out that the accuracy of the flow solution calculated
on a computational grid depends on the characteristics of that grid and on the characteristics of
the flow field. Hence the quality of a grid can only be discussed in view of the flow field that is
calculated on it. Actually one wants to control the error of the numerical flow solution compared
to the exact flow solution. But since the exact flow solution is unknown a priori, one can try
to control the truncation error of the discretisation of the PDE instead and hope that this implies
control over the solution error.
Several authors [48],[35],[64],[68],[45],[43],[61]have studied the accuracy of finite-difference
schemes on curvilinear meshes. In this section we use the work of Lee and Tsuei [43]to discuss
some general characteristics of the truncation error that is introduced when convection terms are
discretized on a curvilinear coordinate system:

a f + pv-a f = A + TE.
ax a~

pu-

Here (pu,pv) is a given density flow-field, A is an approximation of the convection terms and

TE is the associated truncation error. When the first derivatives of the convected property f
are discretized using second-order upwind differences and when the first derivatives of x and y
with respect to the computational coordinates E and q are discretised using second-order central
differences then the truncation error can be expressed as:

T E contains
~
all terms with first derivatives o f f with respect to x, e.g. xEEEf,, TE2contains all
terms with second derivatives o f f with respect to x, e.g. xexeFfm, and TE3contains all terms
with third derivatives o f f with respect to x, e.g. z if,,,.
Lee and Tsuei [43] draw a number of conclusions from their study:
(i) Reducing the grid size locally by altering the function x(() does not ensure error reduction
since if the number of grid points is fixed TE1is independent of local grid size. Increasing
the smoothness of the grid will reduce TEZwhich is the leading term in the truncation error
(first-order of accuracy in terms of the physical grid size). Orthogonality is not a must to
eliminate TE2while in the limit of a uniform parallel grid TEZis eliminated. Both grid
uniformity and grid orthogonality do not affect TE3.
(ii) If the grid lines are aligned with the velocity vector, many terms in TE2and TE3will become
zero.
(iii) Test problems show that grid orthogonality does not guarantee truncation error reduction,
since in general the optimal grid arrangement is strongly dependent on the flow field.
Reduction of the local truncation error induced by discretisation of the PDE's at hand can be used
to reduce the error in the numerical flow solution. The success of this strategy however depends on
the local condition of the PDE's. In not-well conditioned cases sufficient reduction of the solution
error may require extremely small truncation errors. For the aerodynamicist it is important that
global coefficients like lift, drag and pitching moment are accurately predicted. This requires
that the global accuracy of the numerical flow solution must be sufficient. For the more critical
flow conditions the aerodynamicist also requires accurate predictions of local characteristics like
surface pressure and skin friction distributions, location of flow separation and transition.
In the present thesis we do not define grid quality in terms of truncation errors since the evaluation
would be excessively complex for the Navier-Stokes equations. A measure for the accuracy of the
numerical flow solution with respect to the exact flow field cannot be used since exact solutions
are not known in general. Therefore we assess the grid quality by comparison of results obtained

on adapted grids with results obtained on globally refined grids and with results obtained from
measurements in physical experiments.

1.4 Survey of the literature
In this section we present a number of grid adaptation examples from the literature published
primarily during the last six years. It is noted that this is by no means an extensive overview, and
we refer to the excellent overviews of Thompson [62], Eiseman [21], [22], [23], Thompson and
Weatherill [66] and the recent one by Baker [Z]. For general theory on grid generation the reader
is referred to the text books of Thompson, Warsi and Mastin [65], and Knupp and Steinberg [42],
and the paper on variational formulations by Warsi and Thompson [72].

Concepts The evolutionary approach has been exploited amongst others by Eiseman et al., e.g.
[24], and Pao and Abdol-Hamid [50]. They use the alternate direction adaptation approach which
is convenient for dynamic adaptation (closely coupled to each iteration of the flow computation).
Eiseman [ZO],and Connett et al., e.g. 1151, use the concept of prescribing a displacement for each
node based on its position with respect to the surrounding nodes. Benson and McRae [5] use a
parametric domain to adapt the grid points based on movement towards a center of "mass".
The finite-difference approach has been exploited amongst others by Nakahashi and Deiwert [49].
They use a tension and torsion spring analogy and solve the system of equations to minimise the
potential energy in the spring system.
Within the PDE formulation the adaptation approach of Kim and Thompson [40] is a practical
extension of the widely used elliptic grid generation approach of Thompson [63]. Eiseman [21]
shows that the PDE formulation is a subset of the PDE formulation that is obtained from the
extension to adapted grids of the variational formulation of the Laplace equations. Adaptation is
achieved by including weight functions in the control functions (the source terms) of the Poisson
system. The weight functions measure the gradients of the flow solution. In references [46] and
[58] the implementationof these concepts into industrial grid generation systems is demonstrated.
Lee and Loellbach, e.g. [44], use a parametric domain and adapt the points in response to source
potentials. The parametric map is based on the initial grid. After adaptation the points are mapped
back to the physical space. Another interesting PDE approach is described by Catherall [I21 who
developed a mixture of PDE's called the LPE system, using a weighted sum of Laplace, Poisson
and Equidistribution equations. In this way userdefined control is obtained over smoothness,
deviation from the initial grid and over adaptation.

Within the class of variational methods one has the functional presented by Winslow [74] which
consists of the integration of the weighted gradients of the computational coordinates. The
adaptation algorithm is isotropic because a single weight function is used.
The functional proposed by Eiseman [21] is an extension of the Winslow functional incorporating
a different weight function for each coordinate direction enabling anisotropic adaptation.
Brackbiil and Saltzman [9] developed a composite functional as the weighted sum of three separate
functionals accounting for smoothness, orthogonality and adaptivity, respectively. This results
in fairly complex PDE's but enables explicit control over these three grid quality properties that
influence the discretisation errors in the flow solution.
Also very interesting is the functional developed by Jaquotte, e.g., [37], which resembles the
deformation of elastic material. While direct minimisation of this functional may require considerable computational effort, the recently exploited approach of Coussement [18] based on the
solution of the associated Euler-Lagrange equations is promising.
Dvinsky [19] introduced the minimisation of an 'energy' integral resembling the smooth distribution of a grid over the graph of a monitor surface. This can be interpreted as a solution of the
Laplace equation on the monitor surface described by the Laplace-Beltrami equations. Extension
of this method to multiple monitor surfaces has been explored by Spekreijse et al. [60].
Finally a functional enabling anisotropic grid adaptation has been proposed by the present author
et al. [28], [27], [29] which is extensively discussed in the remaining part of this thesis.

Applications for 3D Euler Some adaptation results for 3D structured grids suitable for solution
of the Euler equations have been presented in [40], [67], [13] and [511. Kim and Thompson [40]
compared their control function (Poisson) approach to the variational approach of Brackbill and
Saltzman [9] by application on a 3D grid around the ONERA M6 wing. Their conclusion is that
both approaches have basically the same potential but the control function approach should be the
more promising tool due to shorter computing times and higher sensitivity to the flow solution.

Tu and Thompson [67] apply the control function approach within the EAGLE 3D code to an
eight-block finned body of revolution at transonic speeds, obtaining an improved quality of the
aerodynamic simulation. Catherall [I31 and Le Pape et al. [51] obtain adaptive solutions for
the ONERA M6 wing with the LPE method [I21 and the Jaquotte functional [37] respectively
showing adaptation with respect to the X shock on the upper wing surface and improvedresolution
at the leading edge.

Applications for 2D Navier-Stokes Some adaptation results for 2D structured grids suitable for
solution of the Navier-Stokes equations have been presented in [47], [41], [57], [33] and [28].
Luong, Thompson and Gatlin [47] show applications of the control function approach [40] for
two low-Reynolds-number flows; a backward-facing step and a turnaround duct. Klopfer [41]
presents some impressiveresults for a hypersonic high-Reynolds-number flow over a cylinder with
an impinging shock introducing shock-shock and shocWboundary-layerinteractions.Klopfer uses
a hyperbolic grid adaptor which is possible because the grid away fiom the cylinder is free to
move. Slater, Liou and Hindman [57] show a strong coupling between flow solver and grid
adaptor resulting in dynamic adaptation. They apply their method, based on the Brackbill and
Saltzman equations [9], to a supersonichigh-Reynolds-number shock/boundary-layer interaction.
Finally Hall and Zing [33] present adaptive viscous airfoil computationsusing the control function
approach formulated by Eiseman [21]. Compared to grid independent flow solutionsthey succeed
to improve significantly on the accuracy of the aerodynamiccoefficients. The results of Hagmeijer
[28] for the RAE2822 airfoil are discussed in detail in chapter 5.

Applications for 3D Navier-Stokes Some adaptation results for 3D structured grids suitable for
solutionoftheNavier-Stokes equationshave beenpresentedin [36],[39],[6],[34] and [29]. Harvey,
Acharya and Lawrence [36] apply the tension and torsion spring analogy of Nakahashi and Deiwert
[49] to the hypersonic high-Reynolds-number flow calculation over a cone. Kania [39] shows
results obtained with an 3D extension of the 2D method of Connett et al. [15] for the supersonic
high-Reynolds-number flow over a blunted cone and the transonic high-Reynolds-number flow
over a fuselage forebody. Bockelie and Smith [6] show results for hypersonic high-Reynoldsnumber flow over a re-en@y body using a multi-phase alternate direction algorithm. Henderson,
Huang, Lee and Choo [34] use the method developed by Lee and Loellbach [44] to adapt grids for
the computation of high-Reynolds-number flows over a blunt fin and over the ONERA M6 wing.
The results of Hagmeijer and Kok [29] for the ONERA M6 wing are discussed in detail in chapter
5.

15 Thesis objectives and overview
The objectives of this thesis are:

- to review one-dimensional adaptation principles,
- to extend these principles to multi-dimensional problems based on variational principles,

- to use the developed theory to obtain robust and useful grid adaptation algorithms for
realistic aerodynamic problems,

- to demonstrate the obtained algorithms in applications to realistic aerodynamic problems.

It is recognised that the development of theory is essential for the construction of adaptation
algorithms. It is also recognised that the transfer of these algorithms from the level of relatively
simple test problems on rectangular or cubic domains to the level of realistic and practical
aerodynamic problems requires a significant effort. Hence, both elements are incoqorated here.
The thesis consists of four parts:

- In the first part, consisting of the present chapter, the so-called Equidistribution Principle is
introduced which forms the basis for the techniques developed. After a brief discussion on
grid quality the literature is reviewed on existing grid adaptation techniques and the thesis
objectives are formulated.

- The second part, consisting of chapters 2,3 and 4, contains the theoretical background:
- In chapter 2 the one-dimensional equidistributionprinciple is reviewed and cast in two
different variational formulations to interpret the function of this principle.

- In chapter 3 an extension of the equidis~butionprinciple to three dimensions is
developed. Oneof the variational formulationsofthe one-dimensional equidistribution
principle is extended to a Weighted Least Squares formulation suitable for problems
in more dimensions. It is shown that four well-known grid adaptation methods from
the literature can be cast into this extended formulation. These methods are compared
and their pro's and con's are identified.

- Inchapter4the so-called Compound WeightedLeast Squares formulationis introduced
to eliminate some of the shortcomingsthat are identified. It is shown that there exist
two explicit interpretations of this formulationin terms of applying the equidistribution
principle in each dimension. For two-dimensional problems an invertibility theorem
is presented that shows that the adapted grid is non-overlapping. Such a theorem does
not exist for most methods presented in the literature.

- The third part, consisting of chapters 2,3 and 4, contains the application of the developed
theory to two- and three-dimensional aerodynamic problems.

- In chapter 5 the theoretical results of the second part are used to develop a robust and
powerfUl grid adaptation algorithm suitablefor the computation of viscous compressible flow in two dimensions. A considerable effort is put into the specification of the
weight functions in the adaptation equations, the adaptation of highly stretched grid
cells that occur in boundary layers, and the solution of problems that arise when a
structured grid is connected to itself as occurs in so-called C-topology grids. The algorithm is demonstrated by application to computationsof the flow around two different
airfoils.

- In chapter 6 a similar development is described to obtain a grid adaptation algorithm
suitable for the computation of viscous compressible flow in three dimensions. The
algorithm is applied to a variety of 3D aerodynamic problems including a transonic
wing, a transonic wing-body combination, a delta wing, and a rocket-propelled space
vehicle.

- The fourth part, consisting of chapter 7, contains the summary and the conclusions of the
present study.

2 Equidistribution Principle
2.1 Introduction
This chapter describes an extensive discussion of the equidistributionprinciple already mentioned
in the introduction. In many articles on grid adaptation in two or three dimensions this principle
is cited as having a potential for extension to multiple dimensions 1211, 1651. We will derive
the equidistributionprinciple from a variational formulation employing a functional that provides
a clear interpretation and reveals the objective of grid adaptation. ' h o different approaches
are presented, both of which describe a map from the one-dimensional interval [0, L] to the
auxiliary unit interval [0, 11. The first approach describes the map x(E) : [O, 11 u [0, L] and is
called the "direct formulation". The second approach describes the inverse map [(I) : [0, L] c-,
[0,1] and is called the "inverse formulation". Both approaches are relevant since the direct
formulation involves a functional that enables a clear interpretation of the underlying principle
and the inverse formulation involves a functional that indicates a convenient way for extension to
multiple dimensions.

2.2 Direct Fornulation
Let the function to which the grid has to be adapted be f (x) : [0, L] H R. The objective is to
find a map x(F) : [0,1] r-, [0,L] such that the adapted grid is consmcted as a uniform grid on
[0,1] which is mapped to [0,L] by the map x(f). It is assumed that the grid serves to discretise a
differential equation of which the function f (x) is a solution.
The differential equation for f (x) can be transformed such that f becomes the independent variable. The transformed equation, containing derivatives of f (x) and x with respect to f , can be
discretised on a uniform grid in f . The accuracy of the obtained discretisation strongly depends
on the smoothness of the functions f (x) and x with respect to f . Therefore it is worthwhile to
construct the function x(E) such that both f (x) and x become smooth functions o f f . We will try
to construct the function x(f) such that the derivatives fc and x~ are as close to constants as is
possible using the following variational problem:

R and the constants a, b E R with
x(0) = 0 and x(1) = L such that thefunctional K[x(E), a, b] is minimised, with K given by
Variational Problem 2.1 Find a function x(E): [O,1]

u

K can be evaluated by expansion of the quadratic terms and by using the identity fe = fzxE:

where F = f (L) - f(0). Since K is stationary we have:

hence a and b are equal to the mean values off( and xt on the interval [0, 11, respectively. Since
the last three terms in Eq. (25) do not depend on x(f) the following variational formulation is
equivalent with Problem (24) if we are only interested in the map x(f):
Variational Problem 2.2 Find afunction x(t): [O,1] ++ R with x(0) = 0 und x(1) = L such
that afunctional K*[x(t)] is minimised, with K* given by

The functional K*[xE]in Problem 2.2 is one of the functionals suggested by Thompson (ref. [65]).
The Euler-Lagrange (EL)equation associated with the variational problems (24) and (27) is [17]:

where F(x, x ~t ), is the integrand of expression (27). Equation (28) can be evaluated to:

finally leading to the Equidistnbution Principle:
w(x)x< = constant.
It is noted that Eq.(30) can be evaluated to:
xt2 + ft2 = constant,

which expresses that the magnitude of the derivative of the graph (x, f (x)) with respect to ( is
constant.

2 3 Inverse Formulation
This section aims at obtaining a variational formulation for the inverse map [(x) : [O, L] rt [O,l]
instead of the map x(E) itself. This is a relevant topic in relation to extension to three dimensions
because in that case three different maps from the three dimensional physical domain to the unit
interval are constructed. The combinationof these maps provides a map from the physical domain
to the unit cube. The following variational formulation is employed:

Variational Problem 2 3 Find a function ((x): [0, L]

H

[O, 11 and the constant c E R with

[(O) = 0 and ((L) = 1 such that thefunctional K[[(x), c] is minimised with K given by

Observation of the integrand shows directly that the solution of the variational problem (2.3) is
given by the equidistributionprinciple (30) which can be written as:

since then K[[(x), c] is zero, which is the smallest possible value.
The constant c in (33) is easily derived from the boundary conditions [(O) = 0 and [(L) = 1:

Although we have found the solution (33) to variational problem (2.3) directly we should derive
the solution more formally from the viewpoint of extension to multiple dimensions. In multiple
dimensions it will be impossible to find the solution of the variational problem without solving
the EL equation.
We start by employing the equation for the constant c, stating that the first derivative of K with
respect to c must be zero:

From this expression it appears that the constant c is a functional of [, and so the EL equations
will not be of the relatively simple form that can be found in Courant and Hilbert (ref. [17]).

In order to circumvent this difficulty, again in view of extension of the present variational formulation to the multiple-dimensional problem, it is proposed to multiply the integrand in Eq. (32)
with a strictly positive function a ( x ) which is unknown for the moment. Hence the modified
functional becomes:

which is still minimised by Eq. (33). But now the equation to determine the constant c becomes:

This expression is not a functional of [= if we choose a ( x )

c=

f," txdx J," W ( X )dx

-

w(x):

1

J," W ( X ) dx'

Hence our functional K* becomes:

Before determining the EL equation we first evaluate K* to:

Since the last term does not depend on the map [ ( I ) we finally have the following equivalent
variational problem formulation if we are only interested in the map [ ( x ) :

Variational Problem 2.4 Find afunction ('(x): [0,L] H [O, 11 with [(O) = 0 and [ ( L ) = 1 such
that afwlctional K'*[t,] is minimised with K** given by

Functional K'* in Problem 2.4 is again one of the functionals proposed by Thompson (ref. [65]).
The Euler-Lagrange (EL) equation associated with the variational problems (39) and (41) is [17]:

where G ( f , E,, x ) is the integrand in Eq. (41). Eq. (42) can be evaluated to:

finally leading to the equidistributionprinciple (33).

2.4

Example

To illustrate the effects of the equidistribution erinciple the following scalar function f ( x ) is
employed:

f ( ~ :) [o, I] ++ R+; f ( x ) = t a n h ( l O x ) ,

(44)

which is initially represented on the uniform grid shown in fig. 4 a In fig. 4b x and f are plotted
as functions of f . The actual adaptation of the uniform grid is obtained by application of the
equidistribution principle. Direct integration of Eq. (33) leads to an explicit expression for the
inverse map f ( x ) :

which can be numerically evaluated by using the trapezoidal rule. Finally the map x ( f ) can be
obtained by linear interpolation. The resulting plots of x and f as functions o f f are presented in
which demonstrates the equal distribution of "non-smoothness" over the functions x ( E )
fig. 4,
and f ( x ( f ) ) upon adaptation, such that x S 2

+ f f 2 is constant (see Eq. (31)). Finally the adapted

grid is presented in fig. 4d, which also shows that the grid points are equidistantly distributed
along the curve ( x ( E ) , f(t-1).

2 5 Conclusions
We have presented two different variational formulationsof the Equidistribution Principle that is
used for grid adaptation:
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Fig. 4 Model problem for equidistribution principle in ID.

- the directformulation which describes the function x(f), and
- the inverseformulation which describes the function [(I).
Both formulations aim at constructing a map between x and f in such a way that both x and f (x)
become smooth functions of 5 in the sense that their first derivative with respect to f is optimally

close to being constant:
xe x constant,

fc

x

constant.

The variational problems both have the same unique solution
xc2 $ fez = constant,
expressing that the magnitude of the derivative of the graph (x, f (3)) with respect to E is constant.
The solutionof the variational problems can be written in the more general forms
w(x)x< = constant,
and

52 - constant,
-w(x)
with

These forms show that the products w(x)xE and [,w(x)-'

are equally distributed over the unit

interval. The equidistributionprinciplein these forms can also be used with other choices for the
weight function w(x), e.g. involving second-order derivatives off with respect to E (e.g. see [65]
and [21]).
The inverse formulation is of particular interest here since it enables extension to multiple dimensions which is the subject of the next chapter.

3 Weighted Least Squares Formulation
3.1 Introduction
The present chapter aims at extending the analysis presented in the previous chapter towards a
formulation that is suitablefor three-dimensional problems. In chapter 2 the objective was to map
the interval [0, L] C R to the unit interval [0, 11 c R, whereas in this chapter the objective is to
map the three-dimensional physical domain Q C R3 to the unit cube [O, 113C R3. Once such a
mapisconshucted, say.$(x):

c R3 c* [O,113,theinverseofthatmap, I([),

[O, 113H

c R3,

can be used to map a uniform rectangular grid in the unit cube to a curvilinear grid in the physical
domain Q.

As a preparation it is first described how the physical domain Q

c R3 is mapped to the unit

interval. This map is based on a weighted least squares (WLS) formulation. Then it is derived
how the map of Q to the unit cube is constructed by combination of three separate maps from Q
to the unit interval. In section 3.3 a number of examples from the literature is discussed cast in
the present WLS formulation.

3.2 WLS Formulation

3.2.1

Map of Q c R3 to the unit interval

The objective is to construct a map @(x)from Q

c R3to the unit interval:

such that iso-surfaces can be used as one family of coordinate surfaces belonging to a map from
Q c R3 to the unit cube.

Let the functional K[@]be defined on a bounded domain n C R3 with Cartesian coordinates

x = (s,y, z ) ~ :

where the Einstein summation convention is applied and hj(x) E

(&,

6,
$1.

coordinates:

R~( j = 1,2,3) and V

=

In Eq.(47) wj ( j = 1,2,3) are bounded, strictly positive, functions of the physical

and it is assumed that the hj(x) ( j = 1,2,3) are nonzero and independent.
Functional K in Eq. (47) can be considered as an extension of the WLS formulation for 1D
problems, see functional (41). Functional K*' in Eq. (41) includes the derivative of the object
function, [(I), with respect to the physical coordinate x. As an extension, functional K given by

Eq. (47) includes three different components of the gradient of the object function 4 determined by
the vector functions hj(x), j = 1,2,3. In addition, the single weight function w(x) incorporated
in functional K** (41) is replaced by three separate weight functions wj(x), j = 1,2,3, in
functional K given by Eq. (47) to enable anisotropic weighting of the components of the gradient
of C

K can be rewritten in matrix vector notation:

where M is a symmetric 3x3 matrix:

From Eq. (47) and the assumption that the hj(x) ( j = 1,2,3) are nonzero and independent it follows that the integrand in (49) is positive for any V 4 # 0. Because M is also real and symmetric,

M is positive definite by definition (see e.g. ref. [75]).

Let on a part CRD c CR the function 4 be specified:

then we will consider the following variational problem:

Variational Problem 3.1 Find a jimction 4(x) : R C R3 u R with +(x) = dO(x)for x E

CQD C CQ such that thefunctional K[$] given by Eq. (49) is minimised
Although we could refer to [I71 and immediately state the equations that have to be satisfied by
the function 4 to extremise functional K[4] given by Eq. (49), we prefer to present a derivation of
these equations to direct attention to the fact that not only the Euler-Lagrange @L) equation has
to be satisfied but also the associated natural boundary condition.

Let $ be an arbitrary function within the class of admissibleperturbation functions of the solution

4. Then:

The term that is linear in E is the first variation of K that can be evaluated using the Divergence
Theorem:

If K is minimised by the function 6 then the condition

must be satisfied, hence the first variation (53) must be zero. Since both integrals on the right-hand

6,both integrals must be zero. The first integral at the
right hand side of Eq.(53) is zero for all admissible functions 4 if and only if its integrand is zero,
side of (53) include the arbitrary function

resulting in the Euler-Lagrange (EL) equation (ref. [17]):

Equation (55) is a second-order linear partial differential equation (PDE) which is elliptic since

M is positive definite. If the smallest eigenvalue of M has a lower positive bound in a,the EL
equation is even uniformly elliptic and the extremum principle of Hopf is valid (refs. [75], [53]).
The second integral at the right hand side of Eq. (53) is also zero for all admissible functions $ if
and only if its integrand is zero. On the part OnD of the boundary where 4 is specified 4 must be
identically zero such that the compound function 6
On the remaining part

+

satisfies the correct boundary condition.

{an \ aaD}4 is not necessarily zero resulting in the so-called natural

boundary condition (ref. [17]):

n . ( M V 4 ) = 0,

xE

{an\ anD},

(56)

where n E R3 denotes the outward unit normal on dQ. The combined conditions (55) and (56)
are sufficient to extremise the functional I<. Since M is positive definite the term in Eq. (52) that

is quadratic in & is non-negative. Hence:

where the equality sign applies if and only if E = 0. This proves that the stationary point of K is
unique and consists of a minimum.

To relate the present analysis to formulations found in the literature the question arises whether
it is possible to formulate functional K as a WLS functional in case M is an arbitrary positive
definite matrix. Since M is real and symmetric there exists an orthogonal matrix R such that
A = R-I M R is a diagonal matrix and the column vectors rj ( j = 1,2,3) of Rform an orthogonal

set of eigenvectors of M (ref. [75]). Because R is orthogonal R-'

RT and the eigenvectors

are orthonormal:

where 6" is the Kronecker delta With these relations M can be decomposed:

where Xi ( j = 1,2,3)are the eigenvalues of M which are real and positive because M is positive
definite. Hence the following WLS formulation is always possible:

A key element of the present problem formulation is the required compatibility of the natural

boundary condition (56) with Neumann-like boundary condition:
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where T is a vector with a non-zero component in the direction of the unit outward normal, i.e.:

If (61) is applied it must be equivalent withEq. (56) to make the functional K stationary. Because
M is symmetric
n .( M V 4 ) = ( M n ) . V 4 ,
leading to the following compatibility condition:

In thespecial casethat T is identical to n, thenit follows from Eq. (64)that n must be an eigenvector
of M on { d R \ 8 R D } . Condition (64) imposes important restrictions on the construction of
candidates for M.

3.2.2 Transformation
At several stages in the remainder of this thesis a transformation of the previously derived
variational problem is caniedout. The present section briefly presents such transformation from the
physical domain R C R3 to the unit cube Q, with Cartesian coordinates, say a = (a', a2,a3)T,
and to derive the associated EL equations.
By using the identity:

V

= J; T V , ,

with

and where J, is the Jacobian matrix of the map from R, to R, (J,)ii =
can be transformed to:

E,functional K in (49)
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Using the identity:

leads to:

il(oiv.4)

x[ml=1

n,

. v,mdn,,

M = ~J.J;~MJ;~.

The Dichlet condition, the EL equation and the natural boundary conditions are:

V , . (A?V,4) = 0,

a E Q,,

and:

respectively, where n, E !A, denotes the outward unit normal on an,.

3.23 Map of R c R3 to the unit cube
In this section it is shown how the map of Q
. to the unit cube [O, 113is constructed by combination
of three separate maps from i2 to the unit interval.
Assume that there exists some auxiliary map P from the unit cube C to the physical domain
C2 which is one-to-one, continuous and invertible. This map P will only be used in the present

section to formulate the boundary-value problem for the construction of the desired map from 1;1 to
the unit cube C. The boundary of Q can conveniently be expressed as the image of the boundary
of the unit cube C under the map P :

an = ~ ( a c )c, = [o, i13.
Moreover, the boundary

(73)

can be split into six separate non-overlapping parts an;,i = 1,6 :

where

acl = (01 x ( 0 ~ 1x) (0,I),

Note that the auxiliary unit cube C and the auxiliary map P are only used to conveniently define
the problem formulation for the desired map of D to the unit cube [O, 113.
The desired map from the physical domain D to the unit cube [O, 113 that we are looking for can
now be defined by combinationof three ID maps [ ( x ) ,q ( x )and [ ( x ) &om D to the unit interval,
which are solutions of the following three variational problems:
Variational Problem 3.2 Find afunction t ( x ) ,Q E R3 H [O, 11with = 0 forx E P(BC1) and
[ = 1for x E P(BC2), (see Fig. 5), such that thefunctional K [ [ ]given by Eq. (49) is minimised,

and
Variational Problem 3 3 Findafunction q(x),Q E R3 t* [0, 11 with q = 0 forx E P(oC3)and

7 = 1forx E P(8C4),(see Fig. 6),such that thefunctional K[q]given by Eq. (49)is minimised,
and
Variational Problem 3.4 Find afunction [(x),D E R3 H [0,11 with C = 0 forx E P(BC5)and

C = 1forx

E P(aCs), (see Fig. 7),such that thefunctional K[C]given by Eq. (49) is minimised

For completeness we note that these three separate variational problems can also be combined into
a single compound variational problem:
Variational Problem 3.5 Findfunctions

t ( x ) , Q E R3 ++ [O, 11,

Fig. 5 Auxiliary unif cube C and indicated boundary parts BC1 and BCz (shaded) used for

specification of Variational Problem 3.2.

with

t = 0,x E P(BC1),
t = l,x E P(BCz),
17 = 0 , x E P(BC3),
17 = 1,x E P(BCd),

C = 0,x E P(BCs),
= 1 ,E~P(OC6),
such that thefunctional

with K [ ]given by Eq.(49). is minimised.

By means of the analysis presented in section 3.2.1 the three variational problems 3.2,3.3 and 3.4
can be transformed into three boundary value problems:

Boundary Value Problem 3.1 Findafunctiont(x),!2 E 'R3 c [0,11 thatsattrfies V.(MVE) =

Fig. 6 Auxilia~yunit cube C and indicated boundary parts dC3 and dC4 (shaded) used for
specification of Variational Problem 3.3.

0 for x E Q with the matrix M given by Eq. (50), under the Dirichlet conditions [ = 0
for x E P(dC1) and E = 1 for x E P(BC2). and under the generalized N e m n condition
u . ( M V ~ =) Ofor x E an \ { P ( a c l )u P(BCz)),
and

Boundary Value Problem 3.2 Findafunction ~ ( x Q
) ,E
I+ [O, 1
1thatsatisjiesV . ( M V 7 ) =
0 for x E Q with the matrix M given by Eq. (50), under the Dirichlet conditions 1) = 0
for x E P(BC3) and 7 = 1 for x E P(BC4), and under the generalized N e m n condition

n . ( M V q ) = 0 for x

E dQ \ (P(dC3) u P(dC4)).

and

Boundary Value Problem 3 3 Findafunction C(x), E R3 H [O, 11thatsatisjiesV.(MVC) =
0 for x E Q with the matrix M given by Eq. (50), under the Dirichlet conditions C = 0
for x E P(dC5) and C = 1 for x E P(dCs), and under the generalized Neumann condition
n . ( M V C ) = 0 forx E BQ \ (P(BC5)U P(dC6))
The results of this section are used in the next section to relate map constructions presented in the
literature within the frame work of weighted least squares formulations.

Fig. 7 Auxiliary unit cube C and indicated boundary parts OCs and dC6 (shaded) used for
specifcation of Variational Problem 3.4.

3.2.4 Direct formulation
In this section we will formulate a lemma with which the inverse formulationgiven by the boundary
value problems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 for the map E(x), Q 6 R3 ++ [O, 113 can be transformed into a
direct formulation for the map x(.$), [0, 113H Q 6 R3. The lemma is an extension of the method
described in [65] for the interchange of the roles of the dependent and independent variables of a
system of Poisson equations.

Lemma 3.1 Let the map ((x) : Q C R3 o [O, 113satisfy the system of decoupled linear PDEk
( A V ) . ( B V ~=~Pk,
) k = 1,2,3,
then the inverse map x(c) : [O, 113H Q c IZ3 satisfies the system of coupled nonlinear PDEk

with

and

Proof. Evaluation of the partial differential operator yields:

a

( A V ) . ( B V 4 ) = a"-b'jaxk

. . a 4 = aik-b'3a
6x3

axk

..-a4 atm

atma

~ j

The first term equals

SP,
because ( A V ).( B V t k )= Pk by assumption. The second term can

be evaluated:

Substitution of x k for 4 directly gives:

which proves the assertion.

The result of this lemma is used in the next section where applications from the literature are
reviewed.

3 3 Applications from the literature
33.1 Laplace maps
Brackbiil and Saltzmann (ref. [9]) used a compound functional within a variational problem
formulation for adaptive grid generation consisting of three functionals: one for smoothness, one
for orthogonality and one for adaptation. In this section we will discuss only the smoothness
functional:

This functional can be written in WLS format (75) as:

with

The EL equations (55) result in the Laplace equation for each of the computational coordinates 5,
1) and

C:

The associated natural boundary conditions on those parts of the boundary where Dichlet condidons are not specified are given by Eq. (56):

which are ordinary Neumann conditions.

The direct formulation can readily be obtained by application of Lemma 3.1 to partial differential equations (79) with A = I, B = I and Pk = 0,resulting in:

where g i j is the contra-variant metric tensor:

which can be expressed in terms of the derivatives

s,

see [65] and [42].

33.2 lsotmpic diffusion maps
Winslow (ref. [74]) introduced a single weight function into the smoothness functional of Brackbill

and Saltzmann to account for smoothness as well as for adaptation. The functional is:

This functional can be written in WLS format (75) as:

I[t,7, C] = K[t; w]t K[n; w]+ K[(; w],

with

The EL equations (55) consist of identical isotropic diffusion equations for each of the computational coordinates E, q and C:

The associated natural boundary conditionson those parts of the boundary where Dirichlet conditions are not specified are given by Eqs. (go), which are again ordinary Neumann conditions.

The direct formulation can readily be obtained by application of Lemma 3.1 to partial differential equations (86) with A = I , B = w-'I and Pk = 0,resultingin:

where gi3 is the contra-variant meaic tensor given by (82).

3 3 3 Weakly related isotropic diffusion maps
Eiseman [21] introduced an interesting extension to the approach of Winslow [74] by using
different weight functions wj(x),j = 1,2,3, one for each coordinate direction, which enables
aniso&opicgrid adaptation. The functional is:

This functional can be written in WLS format (75) as:

+

I [ € 11,
, C1= K [ t ;wl] K[q;wz] t K[C;w3],

with K[4;w] defined by Eq. (85). The EL equations (55) consist of weakly related isotropic
diffusion equations, one for each of the computational coordinates E, q and C:

these equations are weakly related by the assumption that the weight functions w j ( x ) j
, = 1,2,3,
are different, though all derived &om the same scalar or vector function (e.g. an initial guess of
the flow solution).
The associated natural boundary conditions on those parts of the boundary where Dirichlet conditions are not specified are given by Eqs. (SO), which are again ordinary Neumann conditions.

The direct formulation cannot readily be obtained by application of lemma 3.1 since the differential operators in equations (90) are not identical. Therefore we first evaluate the PDE's by
applying the chain rule of differentiation:

v . ( V f )= P I ;
v . ( V v )= P2;

PI = I
w1 V F
VW
. I,
P, = L
w2 v q . v w z ,

V.(V[)=P3;
Application of Lemma 3.1 to the evaluated system (91) yields:

where gii is the contra-variant metric tensor given by Eq. (82).

33.4 Harmonic maps
Harmonic maps with user-specified metric tensors for g i d adaptation have been introduced by
Dvinsky (ref. [191) and reviewed by Brackbill (ref. [a]). In the present section harmonic maps
are discussed within the frame work of the WLS formulation.
Let the functional Eo be defined as:

where dij is the user-specified symmetric contravariant metric tensor in the coordinates x and

d = det{dij)

> 0. The covariant metric tensor of the Eucledian coordinates in the unit cube is

the identity matrix and hence does not show up in the functional Eo. E can be rewritten in the
matrix vector format (49):

The generation of an adaptive grid in Q can be considered as a map from a three-dimensional
Riemannian manifold in R4 described by the local coordinates x to the unit cube. The additional
dimension with respect to 0 C R3 can he obtained by defining a function Q on Q to which the
grid must be adapted (ref. [59]):

The Jacobian of the map (95) is:

and hence the covariant tensor d;j is:

The characteristic equation for the eigenvalues of dij is:

with solutions

= d and X2 = 1,respectively. Theeigenspacebelonging to 51 is one-dimensional

and is spanned by VQ, the gradient of Q. The eigenspace belonging to

12

is two-dimensional

and consists of all vectors in three-dimensional space that are normal to VQ. Hence, the metric
tensor &dii

I

I

has the same eigenspaces with eigenvalues A1 = d-7 and A2 = d i , respectively.

With the above described expressions for the eigenvalues and eigenspaces the WLS formulation
of Eo is:

where the eigenvectors ri (i = 1,2,3) form an orthonormal set with rl =

v
+.
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The hannonic map is established by minimising the 'total energy' functional:

where = (E, 7, c ) are
~ the Cartesian ccordinates in the unit cube. The EL equations associated
with the minimisation of E[E,7, C] are:

where LLB is the Laplace-Beltrami operator.
The associated natural boundary conditions on those parts of the boundary where Dirichlet conditions are not specified follow from Eq. (56):

The WLS formulation of the 'total energy' functional E given by Eq. (100) is completely similar
to Eq. (99).

3.4

Discussion

The maps that are applied in the literature and discussed in sections 3.3.1 to 3.3.4 can be checked
on whether they satisfy a number of requirements, namely:

1. The three PDEk that are derivedfromthe chosenfunctionalmust be identical. The regularity
theorem that is presented in section 4.6 is based on the assumption that the PDE's for each
! C 'R3
of the computational coordinates are identical. Since the regularity of a map from 2

to the unit cube depends on the relationship between the three computational coordinates it
seems inevitable to require that the three PDE's be related, i.e. be identical.

2. the PDE's must resemble anisotropic adaptation. To enable an effective and efficient grid
adaptation algorithm it should be possible to sixetch cells differently in different directions.

3. The matrix M must be afunction of x only. If the matrix M is also a function of .$ then
the PDE's derived in the previous sections are not the EL-equations associated with the
formulated variational problems.

4. The compatibility condition (64) must be satisjied. To impose the ordinary Neumann
conditions and simultaneously minimise the chosen functional, the compatibilitycondition
must be satisfied.
The various maps presented in sections 3.3.1 to 3.3.4 can be discussed in view of the above
formulated four requirements.
Laplace maps. The PDE's that are derived from the smoothness functional in section 3.3.1 are

all identical Laplace equations and are hence isotropic. The matrix M is the identity matrix and
the compatibility condition (64) is satisfied.
Isotropic diffusionmaps. The PDE's that are derived &omthe functional formulatedby Winslow,
see section 3.3.2, are identical isotropic diffusion equations. The matrix M is the identity matrix
multipliedby a scalar function w,hence the compatibility condition (64) is satisfied. Requirement
3) can be satisfied by definition of w as a function of x only.
Weakly related Isotropic diffusion maps. The PDE's that are derived &om the functional
formulated by Eiseman, see section 3.3.3, are not identical isotropic diffusion equations. The
three matrices included are identity matrices multiplied by the scalar functions wi,i = 1,2,3,
hence the compatibility condition (64) is satisfied. Looking at expression (88) for the functional
to be minimised, the weight functions wi,i = 1,2,3, are used to weigh the gradients IIVeII,

i = 1,2,3. Hence it is natural to choose the weight functions as some norm of the components of
the gadient of some function, e.g. the flow solution, in the direction of y.This implies, however,
that the weight functions wi, i = 1,2,3, are not functions of x only but are also functions of

c, the solution of the variational problem. As a consequence Eqs. (90) are not the EL-equations
associated with functional (88).
Harmonic maps. The PDE's that are derived from the functional formulated by Dvinsky, see
section 3.3.4, are anisotropic and identical. The matrix is well-defined and expression (99) for the
functional to be IIIinimiSed enables a clear interpretation.
The component of V 4 in the direction V Q at one hand and the components of V 4 normal to V Q
at the other hand are weighted with inversely propoltional weights. These are consequences of the
objective to generate a smooth grid in the Riemannian manifold formed by the four-dimensional
vector field ( x , y, z, Q)T.
A complete extension to multiple functions Q i , i = 1,2, ..,N can be derived in a similar manner
(ref. [59]). However, there is an important drawback: the compatibility condition (64) is not

satisfied by the metric tensor &de for rbitrarily chosen functions Q. Hence if Neumann conditions are imposed along the domain boundary the functional E is not rninimised and the claim
to generate the smoothest possible map on the monitor surface can not be substantiated.

The satisfaction of requirements 1) to 4) formulated above, is summarised in table 1. The
conclusion is that none of the discussed WLS functionals presented in the literature satisfy all of
the requirements 1) to 4). This is the motivation for the work presented in the next chapter; the
construction of a WLS functional that satisfies all four requirements formulated above.
Table 1 Comparison of WLS maps used in the literature
Maps
Laplace

Anisotropic? M = M(x)?
no

1L 1

no
yes

Harmonic

Yes

I

Yes
Yes
no
Yes

Compatiblity? Identical PDE's?

/

Yes
Yes
yes
no

I

Yes
Yes
no
Yes

I

4 Compound Weighted Least Squares maps
4.1 Objective
The objective of the present chapter is to construct a compound WLS functional that satisfies all
of the four requirements formulated in section 3.4. The idea is to map the physical domain to the
unit cube by means of an auxiliary parametric map resulting in a parametrisation of the physical
space Q. The resulting parametric map can be chosen such that the compatibility condition (64)
is satisfied.
Subsequently the auxiliary parametric domain, say 4,is mapped by a WLS map to another unit
cube which will be called the computational domain, say Q,. Hence, the map from the physical
domain R to the computational domain R, is constructed as a compound map consisting of two
underlying maps, see Fig. 8.
auxiliary

Computational
domain Rc

Parametric
domain Qp

Physical
domain Q

Fig. 8 Diagram of compound WLS map.

The compound map has the following properties:
1. If some map from the physical domain Q to the unit cube is already available it can directly

be used as the auxiliary map. This is the usual situation for grid adaptation; the existing
grid that has to be adapted implicitly defines the auxiliary map to the unit cube.
2. Since the WLS map to be constructed maps the unit cube onto itself, the matrix included in

the WLS functional can conveniently be chosen as a diagonal matrix.
3. If Neumann boundary conditions a e imposed on the boundary of the parametric domain,
and if the WLS map between the parametric domain and the computational domain is
described by a WLS functional including a diagonal matrix, the compatibility condition is
satisfied. This is explained in the present chapter.
One of the benefits of the variational formulation of a problem is the ability to interpret the
resulting PDE's. In section 4.4 it is described how the compound WLS functional can be rewritten

to resemble the Equidisribution Principle for multi-dimensional problems. In addition it is shown
in section 4.5 that the EL equations associated with the compound WLS functional can be written
as averaged 1D EquidistributionPrinciples. Finally, section 4.6 describes an invertibilitytheorem
for 2D problems.

4.2 General formulation
We start by formulatingthe WLS functional that upon minimisation defines the WLS map between
the parametric domain C+, and the computational domain Q, . Let the functional K [ 4 ]be defined
as:

where W(x) is a 3x3 diagonal matrix with strictly positive diagonal elements:

a %;;,
a z)
a~ . The physical coordinates x are functions of the parametric coordinates
and V, = (%,
p = (p, q, T

)

according
~
to the auxiliary map. With this functional the following vari&onal

problem is defined:

Variational Problem 4.1 Find a function + ( p ) : 0, c R3 c* R with $(p) = 4 0 ( p ) for
p E dQf c 8% such that thefunctional K [ d ]given by Eq. (103)is minimised.
From section 3.2.2 we know that problem 4.1 is solved if the EL-equation

is solved while on that part of the boundary where no Dirichlet condition is imposed the associated
natural boundary conditions are imposed:

where np E

% denotes the outward unit normal on dQ,.

Since W is a diagonal matrix the

EL-equation does not contain mixed partial derivatives. Since that % is a unit cube this enables

a clear interpretation of the functional K[q5],see sections 4.4 and 4.5.

It is further noted that because W is a diagonal matrix the natural boundary condition (106) is
compatiblewith the ordinary Neumann condition since the compatibility condition (64) is satisfied
on the complete boundary aRp:

where X = w;' on boundaries p = 0 and p = 1, X = w;' on boundaries q = 0 and q = 1, and
X = w;' on boundaries T = 0 and T = 1. Here p, q and T are the coordinates in q.Hence, the

natural boundary condition may be replaced by the ordinary Neumann condition:

This yields important implications for the boundary-value problem formulated in the physical
domain SZ.
Transformation of the variational problem 4.1 to a formulation in the physical domain using a
given auxiliary map x(p), C+, c R3 is readily obtained by usingthe results of section 3.2.4. First
functional (103) is rewritten as:

where the 3x3 matrix J is the Jacobian matrix of the auxiliary map:

Then the transformed variational problem is:

Variational Problem 4.2 Find a function 4(x) : R c R3 H R with +(x) = &(x) for x E
anDc 8.Q such that thefunctional K[+] given by (109) is minimised
Section 3.2.4 learns that the transformed EL-equation is:

and that the associated natural boundary condition is:

n .( M V ~ =
) 0, x E {an\

anD},

where n E Q denotes the outward unit normal on an and anDis the image of 8.Q: under the
auxiliary map x(p).

The compatibility of the natural boundary condition on

4\

with the ordinary Neumann

condition suggests that the transformed natural boundary condition on $2 \

anDis compatible

with the transformation of the ordinary Neumann condition into a generalised Neumann condition
in ZL under the map x(p).
To obtain such a transformation we first note that the auxiliary map x(p) is boundary conforming,

an. Then two of the column vectors of J are
and the third one is not tangential to an,see Fig. 9.

i.e., the boundary 0% is mapped to the boundary
tangential to

Fig. 9 Outward normal vector and components of the Jacobian matrix on dQ associated with

the auxiliary map x(p).

The following lemma shows that under these conditions the product of the matrix M and the
unit normal n with respect to
coinciding with 6.Q:

is equal to a constant times the column vector of J that is not

Lemma 4.1 Let a regular 3x3 matrix M be defied as M = H W-' HT with A = ( h l ,h2,h3)
and W = diag(wl, wz, w3)with wj > 0for all j E {1,2,3}, and let n E R3be a nonzero vectol:
Ifthere exists an integer i E {1,2,3} and a real a E R \ (0) such that
hj.n=a6'\

..

j~{l,2,3),

then the product M n satisfies (without summation convention):
M n = awi-'hi.
Proof. The matrix vector product can be evaluated in three steps:
flTn = (h1. n, h2. n, h3. n )T

-

6i2, 6i3)T

Hence, the compatibiity condition (64) is satisfied if the column vector x, of J, s E {p, q, T } ,
that is not tangential to dQ, is used to specify the generalised Neumann condition (61):

As a consequence, the orientation of curves

4

= constant along the boundary

OQ \ dQD is

identical to the orientation of curves s = constant, s E {p, q, T } .

Before formulating of the complete boundary value problem that governs grid adaptation it is
useful to note that the functional K given by Eq. (109) can be expressed as:

Eq. 114 explicitly reveals the WLS character since the components of the gradient of 4 in the
directions of iso-parametric curves of the auxiliary parametric map are weighted with separate
weight functions. From this observation it follows that the obvious choice is to take the weight
functions in terms of derivatives of the monitor function(s) along the iso-parametric curves.

It is also noted that the functional K given by Eq.(103) can be expressed in the compact form:

The complete boundary value problem formulation for adaptive grid generation can conveniently
be formulated in the parametric domain Q+, based on minimisation of the compound functional
(see section 3.2.3):

with Dirichlet boundary conditions

To solve this variational problem the associated EL equations

must be solved subjected to a set of additional natural boundary conditions:

Hence the objective to satisfy all of the conditions discussed in section 3.4 is met:

-

The PDE's are identical,
The PDE's are anisotropic,
The matrix M is a function of x only, and
The compatibility condition is satisfied.
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Harmonically supported Weighted Least Squares map

A natural choice for the auxiliary parametric map satisfying the conditions of lemma 4.1 is the
harmonic map obtained by minimising:

for which the EL-equations are:

where LH is the Laplace operator. The natural boundary condition for each of these harmonic
maps is the Neumann boundary condition. Application of these Neumann conditions provides an
auxiliary map that satisfies the the conditions of lemma 3.1.

In the remainder of this thesis the concept of harmonically supported WLS maps is not further
considered since it is recognised that the initial grid that has to be adapted provides a suitable
auxiliary parametric map with favourable properties. This is further explained in chapter 5.

4.4

Multiple 1D equidistribution interpretation in C&

To demonstratgthe connection between the variational problem formulated in section 103 and
the equidistributionprinciple (33) presented in chapter 2 we will show that there exists an equivalent variational problem that involves functionals of the form (39) that explicitly express the

Equidistribution Principle.
Consider the following functional as alternative for the functional given by Eq. (103):

where c E

x3is aconstant. This functional has some similarity with the 1D functional (39) which

becomes clear when we express it in scalar notation:

To formulate the overall equivalent variational formulation we will first derive the EL equation

and natural boundary condition that are associated with functional &[+;c]. Eq. (124) can be
expanded as:

where the functional K[+]is given by Eq.(103). Let 4 be an admissibleperturbation function of
the solution 4. Then

&[4+ 64, c] = K[4+ 64, c]

and

Using the result (52) we find with M = W-I:

Expression (128) can be put equal to zero to obtain the conditions for the functional &[4;c] to
become stationary:

By using the identity

and applying the divergence theorem we get from Eq. 130:

From this expression we directly derive the expression for the EL equation as the condition which

ensures that the integrand of the volume integral in Eq.(132) is equal to zero for arbitrary &

and the expression for the natural boundary condition as the condition which ensures that the
integrand of the boundary integral in Eq. (132) is equal to zero for arbitrary

6

see also section 3.2. Because c is a constant the EL-equation (133) associated with functional

I? is equivalent with the EL-equation (105) associated with functional K. To obtain equivalence
of the nahual boundary conditions (134) and (106) it is required that the following condition be
satisfied:

We will show for the problem formulation for the coordinate E of the computational domain that
condition (135) can be satisfied.

If we minimise B[E,
c] with boundsuy condition (117) and take c of the form c = (cl, 0, o ) then
~
condition (135) is satisfied. Furthermore we can optimise functional &[{, c] with respect to the
scalar cl by requiring:

From equation (126) we derive:

and:

So in order to satisfy condition (136) we find:

This expression for the constant cl is similar to expression (38) for the 1D case.
For the problem formulation for q and C similar expressions can be derived. For the 11-problem we
choose the form c = (0,c2, o

) and
~ for the C-problem we choose the form c = (O,O,C~)=.NOW

we can formulate the complete equivalent problem with respect to the functional I c w ~ (1
s 16)
and boundary conditions (117). Retaining the boundary conditions (117) we replace I c w ~ by
s
~ C W L Sdefined as:

As shown above this functional has the same EL-equations (118), (119) and (120), and natural
s Eq. (116). To interpret the new
boundary conditions (121) as the original functional I c w ~ in
functional f c w ~ we
s evaluate it to:

This expression reveals the multipleequidishibutioncharacter of the problem formulation because
minimisation of functional fcwLs means that all terms in the integrand will be small in some
optimal sense, with a tendency towards:

Hence the variational problem formulated in section 4.2 tends to satisfy three separate 1D equidistribution principles, where each of the three computational coordinates E, 7 and C are preferably

uniformly adapted separately.
4 5 Averaged ID equidistibution interpretation in Rp
Another way to show the connection between the ID EquidistributionPrincipleand the variational
formulation in section 4.2 is to integrate the EL-equation (118) over q and T , to integrate the ELequation (1 19) over p and r and to integrate the EL-equation (120) over p and q using the natural
boundary conditions (121). The result consists of three expressions:

and

These expressions are directly comparable to expression (43) that was derived for the 1D case
since Eq. (143) indicates that the average of (fp/wl) taken over ap=constant plane is independent
of the value of p.

4.6 Invertibility theorem for 2D problems
A critical aspect of grid generation and grid adaptation is the ability of the adaptation algorithm
to produce grids that contain cells with positive volumes only. In other words the map from the
computational domain to the physical domain must be one-to-one and have a Jacobian that is
strictly positive everywhere except for a finite number of points where it may be zero. Assuming
that these conditions are met by the map between the parametric domain 4 and the physical
domain 12it remains to be shown that the adaptive map between the computational domain 12, and
the parametric domain 4 also satisfies this condition. For the 2D case where the computational
and parametric domains both consist of the unit square it can be proven that for a large class of
elliptic partial differential equations with appropriate boundary conditions the map is invertible.
The relevant theorem has recently been developed by Clement, Hagmeijer and Sweers [14] and is
listed below using the original notation of Ref. [14].
Let the open unit square (0,l) x (0,l) in RZbe denoted by S and the sides by

l-1

to r4 in the

following way:

i

rl = (01x (0,1),

r
2

x (11,

=

= {I1 x (O,l),
r4= (o,l) x (01

l-3

Consider the problem:

Boundary Value Problem 4.1
Lu = 0

in
On

u=1

0%

= 0 on

S,
rl'
r3,

and

(b)

T2 U rq,

where we are lookingfora solution (u, v) E w2J'(S)

Lv = 0

in

S,

v=l

on

r2,

v=0

on

r4,

- = 0 on

l-1 U r3,

x W',P(S) with p E (2, w).

For a domain in R2 with a Lipschitz boundary one has WZvp(S)
C CL(S)p > 2, s e Theorem
7.26 of Ref. [25].
The operator L in (146) is given by:

where the coefficients satisfy for some c > 0 and y E (0,I)

and

Theorem 4.1 Problem (4.1)possesses exactly one solution (u, v) E C2(S). Moreover (u, v) is a
bijection from 9 (resp. S ) onto itself and

The proof of Theorem 4.1 is several pages long [I41 and is not repeated here. The main fundament

of the proof is the use of the Carleman-Hartman-Wlntner(CHW) Theorem (see [56]) which
describes the structure of a solution to second order PDE's in the neighbourhood of critical points.
Mainly because there is no straightforward higher dimensional extension of the CHW-Theorem it
is not expected that Theorem 4.1 can be extended to hold for the three-dimensional cube.

4.7 Conelusions
The developed Compound Weighted Least Squares (CWLS)map described in the present chapter
satisfies all of the four requirements formulated in section 3.4:
(i) Using the diagonal matrix W (104) with three different weight functions wl, wz and ws
provides anisotropic adaptation.
(ii) The matrix W is taken as a function of x while the obvious choice is to take the weight
functions in terms of derivatives of the monitor function(s) along the iso-parametric curves,
see expression (114).
(iii) In contrast to the WLS maps found in the literature, see Table 1, the present CWLS map
satisfies the compatibility condition (64) as is proved by Lemma 4.1. This means that the
natural boundary conditions of the variational problem 4.1 are equivalent to generalised
Neumann boundary conditions. The exact form of these conditionscan be controlled by the
specific auxiliary map x ( p ) that is used.
(iv) Although the adaptation is anisotropic, the PDE's for the computational coordinates are
identical. This is a direct consequence of using the same functional for each of the three
computational coordinates.

In summary, Table 2 compares the methods found in the literature with the CWLS map.
Table 2 Comparison of the CWLS map with WLS maps used in the literature
Anisotropic? M = M(x)? Compatiblity? Identical PDE's?
Laplace

Yes
Yes

WRID
Harmonic

Yes

Yes

Yes
no

CWLS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

The challenge at this stage is to implement the theoretical concepts described in the present
chapter such that robust and powerful adaptation algorithms are obtained that can be used for
solving practical aerodynamic problems. This is the subject of the next two chapters.

5 Grid adaptationin 2D based on Compound Weighted Least Squares maps
In chapter 4 a mathematical kame work has been presented that can be used for the generation of
coordinate systems that are suitable for grid adaptation. In this chapter we will use the described
Compound Weighted Least Squares map to obtain an algorithm suitable for application to realistic
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) problems in two dimensions. Parts of this chapter have
been published in [28].

In a typical aerodynamic study first a computational grid around the object of interest (e.g. a
2D airfoil) is generated followed by the calculation of the flow by solving the Navier-Stokes
equations which describe conservation of mass, momentum and total energy per unit volume. A
visual inspection of the calculated flow solution then will reveal areas that probably need higher
grid resolution to enhance the flow details. These flow details may determine the accuracy of the
overall flow calculation and show up in the accuracy with which the lift and drag of an airfoil are
predicted. In this situation it is convenient to use a Compound Weighted Least Squares map for
the generation of a new grid that is adapted to the calculated flow solution, where the original grid
that was used initially for the flow computation provides aparametrisationof thephysical domain.
Let Q c 'R2 be the physical domain in two-dimensional space on which the computational grid
bas to be adapted, and let Q, = [O, 112 c R 2 be the so-called computational domain. A boundary
conforming curvilinear coordinate system in Q can be defined by mapping Q, onto C2 such that
the Cartesian computational coordinates (t,v)T in Q, are the curvilinear coordinates in Q and are
mapped onto the physical coordinates (2,y)T in 12. The problem of grid adaptation is to find a
suitable mapping firom Q, to Q. In this chapter it is assumed that there exists an initial grid with
sufficient quality withrespect to geometry resolution, orthogonality, and smoothness so that it has
only to be adapted to the flow solution. To retain the characteristics of the initial grid in a global
way we will use the initial grid for parametrisation of the physical domain based on the idea of
Lee and Loellbach [44]. The concept of grid adaptation in the parametric domain is illustrated in
Fig. 10.
Let the initial grid in the physical domain Q be the image of a uniform Cartesian grid in the unit
square [O,11'

c

'R2 under a map M. The Cartesian coordinates in the unit square denoted by

(p, q)T serve as the parameters to describe the points in the physical domain; hence theunit square

is called the parametric domain denoted by

4. The idea is to adapt the Cartesian grid in the

parametric domain Q, and to apply subsequently the map M to generate the adapted grid in the

-4
Computational

L
Parametric

/

I Lx

Fig. I0 Grid adaptation by using an adaptation map A that maps the computational domain onto
the parametric domain.

physical domain.

An attractive feature of adaptation in the parametric domain is the natural preservation of the
global features of the initial grid in the physical domain such as high resolution at parts of the
geometry with high curvature. Hence, the initial grid can be considered to be pre-adapted to the
geometry, whereas the new grid is in addition adapted to the flow solution.
The problem of grid adaptation in i& can conveniently be formulated in terms of determination
of a suitable map A that maps the Cartesian grid in the computational domain Q, to the adapted
grid in i& (see Fig. 10). Consequently, the adapted grid in the physical domain is the image of
the Cartesian grid in L2, under the compound map M o A. Therefore the problem is to find the
parametric coordinates p and q as functions of the computational coordinates t and q, which is the
main topic of the next two sections.

5.1 Anisotropic Diffusion equations in parametric domain
To construct the adaptation map A we apply the theory developed in chapter 4 on the so-called
Compound WLS map. It is derived in section 4.2 that such a map can be generated either by
minimising a functional in the physical domain, or by minimising an equivalent functional in the
parametric domain.
Let the functional K [ t ( p ,q ) , q(p,q)] be defined as (see Eqs. (115) and (116)):

where the weight functions are strictly positive, bounded, differentiable functions of ( p , q)T. The
map ( [ ( p , q), q(p, q))cannow convenientlybe defined as the map that minimisesthefunctionalK .
To ensure that the map is boundary conforming the following set of essential boundary conditions
is applied:

As is demonstrated in chapter 3 the above formulated variational problem requires that the EulerLagrange (EL) equations be satisfied:

These equations are linear and decoupled partial differential equations for the functions ( ( p , q)
and q ( p , q) respectively. Equations (152) and (152) may be interpreted as anisotropic diffusion

(AD) equations withdiffusion coefficients w;' and w;' in p, and in q direction, respectively, and
form the basis for specification of the inverse adaptation map A-' in Fig. 10.
To complete the variational problem formulation the following set of natural boundary conditions
have to be fulfilled:

5.2 Modified Anisotropic Diffusion equations in parametric domain
A disadvantageof grid adaptation in the parametric domain is the possible generation of excessive
skew cells in the physical domain when the initial grid contains cells with aspect ratios that are
much smaller or larger than one. To illustrate this, let 4 be the angle between two lines of the
adapted grid in the physical domain L
2 with constant E and q , respectively, and let the initial grid
in L2 be orthogonal:

The angle 4 can be expressed in terms of derivatives of x with respect to the computational
coordinates f and 7:

which upon substitutionof the functions p ( [ , 7) and q ( f , 7) can be written as

4 -- arccos

+ a2qtq,
JPF+.'.:J~'
PEP,

where a is proportional to the local aspect ratio of the initial grid in the physical domain:

From (156) it can be deduced that when the adapted grid in the parametric domain

is nearly

orthogonal, i.e.,

the adapted grid in Q is also nearly orthogonal when a
when a << 1or a >> 1 4 x 0 when pe p,

= 1.

However, Eq. (156) shows that

# 0 or qc q, # 0, respectively, i.e., the adapted gcid in

Q is collapsed. Cells of large or small aspect ratios within the field of CFD occur commonly in
boundary-layers. Most Navier-Stokes methods need orthogonalgrids in boundary-layers; i.e., grid
lines are required to originate £rom solid surfaces in the normal direction. Moreover, gradients
in the normal direction are much larger than gradients in the tangential direction. Hence it is
desirable that the grid in the boundary-layer is primarily adapted in the normal direction while the
adaptation in the tangential direction is constrained by the orthogonality requirement. To obtain
this propsty of the adaptation algorithm, the adaptation equations (152) and (152) are modified:

where X I and X 2 are functions of p and q. It is noted that by this modification the PDE's are no
longer the EL-equations associated with the functional (150). The functions X I and A2 are taken

proportionally to the squares of the local spacings of the initial grid in Q:

With this choice the ratio X1/X2 is proportional to the square of the cell aspect ratio:

To illustrate the effect of the modification functions XI and A2 let the edge q = 0 in the parametric
domain

Qp

represent a solid wall in IR and let the cells of the initial grid along the wall be

orthogonal and have very small aspect ratios, i.e., u << 1. As a consequence XI << X2 and the
modified equations (159) can be approximated as

Since the Neumann boundary conditions (153) are applied we have [ , ( p ,0 ) = 0 and consequently

= 0 for increasing q as long as approximation (162) is valid, i.e., as long as A1 << X2. hence the
adapted grid in the boundary-layer is nearly orthogonal. A second implication of approximation
(162) is thattheequation for 17 (the secondequationof (162)) is similarto Eq. (43) which showsthat
fq

the grid in the boundary-layer is adapted in normal direction by one-dimensional equidistribution
in normal direction of the product ~

5 ' ~ .

Finally the boundary value problems based on the modified adaptation equations for the functions
[ ( p , q) and q ( p , q) can conveniently be formulated by means of the linear partial differential
operator L defined as

L = AV, .w-'v,
where V, is the Nabla operator

(163)

(6,
g)Tand A and W are diagonal matrices:

With the operator L the two boundary-value problems for [ and q are expressed as:

and

The weight functions wl and wz in (164) are specified in the next section.

53 Weight functions
In this section the weight functions wl and w2 that control the solutionof Eqs. (159) are specified.
' h o questions are important:

- how can the weight functions be chosen such that the accuracy of the numerical flow solution
is improved upon obtaining the flow solution on the new adapted grid, and

- how is the specification of the weight functions influenced by formulating the adaptation
problem in the parametric domain.
Both questions can be answered to some extent for one-dimensional problems with the flow
solution characterised by a single scalar function.
Let Q E R be ascalarfunctionof x E [0,L] C Rthatrepresents a flow solution inone-dimensional
physical space, and let the adapted computational grid be determined by the one-dimensional
equidistribution principle (30). which can be written as:

where c is an integration constant. The main goal of this section is to provide a smooth distribution
of the flow solution over the computational domain, i.e., small values of QEE.
Let the weight function w be a positive function of x which ensures that 5,
and Q,,

+

= Q ~ ~ [ : QE<,~,
it is possible to express QcEas:

> 0. mth

Q, = QECx

hence when Q , is positive for all x E [0,L],
the second derivative is identically zero if the weight
function is taken as w = Q,.
An equivalent equidistributionstatement can be formulated in the parametric domain by substitution of f , = cpp, into Eq. (167). Q, = Qppz and dividing by p,:

In the particular case of positive Q,, and taking w = Q , and w* = Q,, the formulation in
the parametric domain is not only equivalent but also similar to the formulation in the physical

' = Q, since this leads to infinite grid
domain. However, in practice it is not possible to take w
spacing when Q, = 0.
As an alternative, the equidistributionstatement is modified to

Consequently w* = 1 when Q p = 0 but w* + IQ,] when Qg

>>

1. The equivalent statement

formulated in the physical domain is not similar any more:

When the flow solution is uniform, e.g., Q , E 0, the weight function w is equal top, and the
initial grid is retained. This is in contrast with the situation that the equidistribution statement is
directly formulated in the physical domain with
grid when Q ,

E

pz replaced by unity, which results in a uniform

0.

The analysis of one-dimensional problems presented above with the flow solution represented by
a single scalar function can be used as a guide for an extension to two dimensions with the flow
solution represented by a vector function. In 2D the weight functions w1 and w2 that govern the
solution of equations (159) are chosen as

Rnrepresents the flow solution with all components scaled to O(1) and where (1.(1
denotes the L2 norm.

where Q E

Defining wl and wz according to Eq. (172) implies that if the flow solutionQ is a bilinear function
of p and q, i.e.,

then the initial grid is optimal in the sense that the flow solution is as smooth as possible in the
parametric domain. In that case the weight functions satisfy

such that the trivial solutions C(p,q ) E p, q ( p , q ) = q for the boundary value problems (151),
(153) and (159) are obtained. Hence, the initial optimal grid is retained.
5.4

Comxtion maps for 2D Airfoils

At this stage it is convenient to describe a set of additional maps that are necessary to adapt
C-topology grids around two-dimensional airfoils; see fig. 11. The problem is that the grid line

bradch cut

i=O

Fig. 1 1 1-topology around twodimensional airfoil.

i = io must be connected to the grid line i = IC - io (IC is the number of cells in i-direction)
if the first point j = 0 lies on the wake line, i.e., the part of the grid line j = 0 which does
not belong to the airfoil contour. Formally the adaptation equations can be transformed to the
physical domain and the roles of the physical coordinates acting as independent variables and

the computational coordinates acting as dependent variables can be interchanged analytically (see
lemma 3.1). In this way the branch cut could be treated with complete continuity.
The computationalmethod that is used in this study to solvethe Reynolds-AveragedNavier-Stokes
(RANS) equations, employs the Baldwin-Lomaxturbulence model. This method requires that the

wake center line coincides with the branch cut and that the grid be oahogonal across the viscous
wake. The abovedescribed branch cut treatment does not meet these requirements.
To meet the requirements of both grid continuity and orthogonality across the viscous wake, it is
proposed to apply correction maps such that the initial adaptation map A is modified minimally.
The position of the branch cut is predetermined by the parametrisation of the physical domain and
could be adapted to the actual position of the wake center line. It should be noted that application
of correction maps is a consequence of the computational methodrequirements, not a consequence
of using a parametric domain.

Two correction maps, C**and C*,are defined. The map C**ensures that the gridline with i = n,
and the grid line with i = IC - n,, where n, is the desired number of cells along the wake Line,
have common begin points at the trhlingedge of the airfoil. The map C*provides coinciding end
points (continuity) along the rest of the wake line. Both maps are essentially one-dimensional,

hence, C* and Ca*are determined by the functions
The function

Y ( r is) taken as

which minimises the integral

r(E)and E**(r),
respectively.

The constants ai,i = 1,2,3, are determined from four compatibility conditions:

with

Er and [Z implicitly defined by

Hence, upon application of C* only, i.e.,

E"

E

E, both the lower and upper side of the wake contain

n, cells and the grid lines i = n, and i = IC - n, have common end points at the trailing edge.
To obtain grid line continuity over the wake line, the function Y([) is defined on the intervals
05E

< n,/IC and 1 - n,/IC < E 5

1 by theimplicit equation

where the right-hand side represents the mean of the upper and lower grid point distributions along
the wake line upon application of C* only. On the remaining interval n,/IC

5 5 1 - n,/IC,

r(E)is taken as

which minimises the integral

and provides grid smoothness at the trailing edge if the constants bi are determined from the
following compatibility conditions:

(dE*- 1nw

=

nw
(
1-d[
IC

=

d[ I C

E

dS*
lim -([),
T dE~
dS*
Jim -(t).
dt

Ell-9

It is easily verified that the application of both C* and C*' yields the following properties:
( 0 p(E"(E'(n,IIC))) = nw/IC,
(ii) ~ ( r ( F ( 1 -n,/IC))) = 1 - nw/IC, and
(iii) p(E**(E*(E))) = 1 - p(E**(Y(l- t)))
for 0 5 [ < n,/IC and 1 - n,/IC,E 2 1.
Properties (i) and (ii) ensure common end points at the trailing edge while property (iii) takes care
of continuity over the wake line.

55 Discretisation and numerical solution method
Insteadof analytically interchangingthedependentand independent variables of the grid adaptation
equations (159) by application of lemma 3.1, which is commonly applied in the literature, the
boundary-value problems (165) and (166) are directly solved for the functions [(p, q) and q(p, q)
in this thesis. In a second additional step these functions are numerically inverted to the functions
p([, 7) and q([, 7). An advantage of the present method compared to the ones found in the
literature is that two decoupled, linear, PDE's are to be solved instead of two coupled, nonlinear,
PDE's. A disadvantage is the need for an additional computational step to invert the functions
F(P, q) and T(P, 9).
Let the initial uniform rectangular grid in the parametric domain consist of I C cells in the
p-direction and of JC cells in the q-direction, where I C and J C are positive integers. The
differential operator L, defined by Eq. (163) can be approximated by a second-order accurate
difference operator L,h by replacing derivatives by central differences. At an interior grid point
(O< i

< I C a n d O < j < ~c)L,hisdefinedas:

with

Pwest

-

1

2xi;j

$2
w;-l,j

+

,"jj

where the subscripts and superscripts i, j indicate at which node the functions are evaluated, with
Ap = l / I C and Aq = 1/JC. The normal derivatives at the boundary 8% are approximated by
one-sided differences, e.g.,

which is also second-order accurate. For the k t derivative with respect to q a similar expression
is used.
The system of linear equations that results from the above-described discretisations of the
boundary-value problems (165) for {(p, q) and (166) for q(p, q) are solved by red-black GaussSeidel relaxation. A correction-storage multi-grid technique (see e.g. Refs. [I 11 and [73]) with
fixed V-cycles is used to increase the rate of convergence.
The solution of the abovedescribed linear system provides values for { and q in all points of the
uniform grid in R, and determines the inverse adaptation map A-' of Fig. 10. The map A is
determined in discrete form by a set of points pig = (pij, qi,j)Tthat satisfies the following set of
algebraic equations:

where 5(p) = ({(p), q(p))T is a piecewise bilinear interpolation of the points

and q;,j. When

Eq. (187) is satisfied then for all points (i/IC, ~ / J C of
) ~a uniform grid in the computational
domain
associated values of p and q are known, which determines the adaptation map A. In

order to find the set pi^, the following iteration procedure is canied out:

pn+l
*,I = p?i

i

j~

- At{E(pYi) - (-IC' -}
JC

.

This can be interpreted as an explicit time-stepping scheme with time step At (At = 0.1 in this
chapter). The stationary solution of Eq. (188) satisfies Eq. (187).
Finally the two correction maps C* and C** of section 5.4 are applied and the obtained adapted
grid in the parametric domain L$, is mapped to the physical domain Q by the map M, see Fig. 10.
At all stages piecewise linear or bilinear interpolation is used to approximate the maps C*, C*',

A and M.
5.6 Examples of numerical grid adaptation
As a &st example, the adaptation algorithm described in the previous section is applied to a
problem representative for the interaction of an oblique shock and a boundary-layer. The "flow
solution" is represented by a single scalar function u(x, y),

on the rectangular domain 0 5 x 5 4 , 0

5 y 5 2. The initial grid of 32x16 cells and a surface

plot of u as a function of the computational coordinates f and q are shown in Fig. 12a in Fig. 13a
respectively. Figures 189b-189d show the grid after 1,2, and 10 adaptations, respectively, where
the first adapted grid is taken as the initial grid for the second adaptation, the second adapted grid
is taken as the initial grid for the third adaptation and so on. The modification functions XI and A2
in (159a) and (159b) have been taken as:

The first adapted grid shows the cell concentration at both the "shock and the "boundary-layer".
The effects of piecewise bilinear interpolation can be observed in the boundary-layer and some
wiggles seem to be present which may be caused by odd-even decoupling in the discretised
differential equations. These are minor flaws, however, and the adapted grid is acceptable. More
adaptation cycles result in stronger cell concentrations and skew cells at the "shock, but they also
show the robustness of the algorithm since the last adapted grid (Fig. 189d) is still a regular nonoverlapping grid. Figures 13.a-13.d show the function u in the computational domains associated
with the initial grid and the grids after 1,2, and 10 adaptations, respectively. Already after

a) Initial grid.

c) Grid after two adaptations.

b) Grid after one adaptation.

d) Grid after ten adaptations.

Fig. 12 Initial grid and adapted grids for oblique-shock boundary-layer simulation.

one adaptation the gradient of u in the computational domain decreases significantly, and after 10
adaptations the "shock and the "boundary-layer" are no longer evident as sharp gradients, because
of the many points attracted to these features. Finally it may be noted that the first adaptation is
the most effective one, see Figs. 13.a-13.4 while the following adaptations show less dramatic
effects.

5.7 Applications to 2D aerodynamic problems
5.7.1

RAE2822 airfoil

Consider the adaptation of a C-topology grid around the RAE2822 airfoil to be used for the
solution of the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The flow conditions are transonic:

M , = 0.725, Re, = 6.5 x lo6, a! = 2.44". Laminar-turbulent transitionof the boundary-layer
is enforced at a distance of 3% chord length from the leading edge both at the upper and the lower
surface. The struchlred C-topology grid consists of 352 x 64 cells with 256 cells along the airfoil,

a) Initial solution.

c) After two adaptations.

b) After one adaptation.

d) After ten adaptations.

Fig. 13 Scalar monitor function u ( f , q) in the computational domains associated with the initial
and adapted grids for oblique-shock boundary-layer type of flow field.

48 cells at both sides of the wake line, and 64 cells in the normal direction. The flow equations
are solved with a vertex-based finite-volume scheme combined with a modified Baldwin-Lomax
turbulence model, described by Brandsma [lo].
Before discussing the adaptationresults we have to choose the appropriate form of the modification
functions X i , i = 1,2, that control the adaptation equations in the boundary-layer (see Eq. (160)).
For each af the cases presented one single adaptation is carried out starting with an initial flow
solution calculated on the initial grid. The initial grid is generated with an algebraic grid generator
1101.

Fig. 14a shows the initial grid around theleading edge of theRAE2822 airfoil showing the initially
highly stretched grid in the region near the airfoil where the boundary-layer is expected to develop.

a) Initial grid

c) Adapted grid,
A1

= IIxqll, A2 = IIxpll.

b) Adaptedgrid, A1 = 1, A2

5

1.

d) Adapted grid,
A1

= llx,1I2. A2 = IIx,I12.

Fig. 14 Initial and adapted grids around nose of RAE2822 airfoil using different modification
functions.

Fig. 14b shows the adapted grid using A,

= 1, X2 3 1.

It can be observed that the grid indeed

is strongly adapted to the flow expansion above the airfoil nose, but has associated with it highly
skewed cells. This is in agreement with the analysis of section 5.2.

When XI = IIxqll,A2 = llxpII is chosen, seeFig. 14c, the adapted grid outsidethe boundary-layer
region is improved significantlywith respect to skewness; however, inside the boundary-layer (not
shown) the grid is still skewed unacceptably. When X I = llxq112,Xz = llxpl12is chosen, see Fig.
14d the adapted grid is also orthogonal inside the boundary-layer region (not shown) while the
grid adaptation in normal direction dominates that in the direction along the airfoil. Unfortunately
this choice of Aresults in a thinning out of cells in the tangential direction; compareFigs. 14a, 14b
and 14d. In order to obtain both one-dimensional equidistribution in the normal direction inside
the boundary-layer region as well as adaptation in the tangential direction, the latter controlled
by the outer flow at the edge of the boundary-layer, the following choice for the modifications is
proposed:

Because just outside the boundary-layer the component of the flow solution gradient in normal
direction is much smaller than the flow solution gradient in tangential direction (w2 << wl),
the adaptation in tangential direction dominates over the adaptation in normal direction when

llxqII/IIxpllis not too small. The resulting adapted grid is depicted in Fig. 15a, which shows that

I

I

I

a) Adapted grid,

b) Adapted grid, close-up showing orthogonal-

XI = ~ : l l ~ q I l A2
. = w;llx,ll.

ity.

Fig. 15 Adapted grid around nose of RAE2822 airfoil using alternative modification functions.

grid lines normal to the airfoil enter the boundary-layer region orthogonally, while simultaneously

around the leading edge the grid is significantly refined in the tangential direction, compare Figs.
14a and 15a Inside the boundary-layer region the adapted grid is also orthogonal, see Fig. 15b.
Hence choice (191) for the modification functions is used in the remainder of this chapter. Large

a) Initial grid (352 x 64 cells).

b) Adapted grid (352 x 64 cells).

Fig. 16 Initial andadapted gridaround RAE2822 airfoil (transonic flow conditions: M, = 0.725,
Re, = 6.5 x lo6, cu = 2.44").
parts of the initial and adapted grid are shown in Fig. 16. The execution time needed to solve the
adaptation equations and to invert the inverse adaptation map amounts to about 75 CP seconds
on the NEC SX-3 supercomputer (single processor), used for 1254 V-cycles on the [-equation,
974 V-cycles on the 1)-equation, and 961 iterations on the inversion equations to decrease the
maximum residuals 11, 12, and 14 orders of magnitude, respectively. m i c a l l y a flow calculation
requires approximately 3 minutes. The pressure distributionsalong the airfoil surface are shown
in Figs. 17a-b ,and the Mach number contours are given in Figs. 18a-b. Both the shock and the
leading edge expansion are better resolved on the adapted grid. Behind the shock the probably
spurious kink in the pressure distribution has disappeared. The Mach number distributionjust
outside the boundary-layer has become more uniform in the normal direction. The lift coefficient
changed from 0.7714 to 0.7926 (2.7%). the drag coefficient changed from 0.01259 to 0.01248
(1 count), and the pitching coefficient changed from -0.09125 to -0.09399 (3%).

A close-up

of the grid in the shock region near the airfoil is presented in Fig. 19, showing a substantial
improvement of the resolution in tangential direction. Simultaneously the resolution in normal
direction is changed dramatically, reflecting the increasing thickness of the boundary-layer behind

a) Initial grid (352 x 64 cells).

b) Adapted grid (352 x 64 cells).

Fig. 17 Pressure distribution from solution on initial and on adapted grid around RAE2822 airfoil
(transonic flow conditions: M, = 0.725, Re, = 6.5 x lo6, cu = 2.44').

the shock. Figs. 20 and 21 show the ~ a c number
h
and pressure coefficient distributions in that
area. Both distributionshave gained much more detail upon adaptation, such as the beginning of
the development of a "A-shock.
It is also interesting to see how the flow solution in the computational domain changes due to
adaptation of the grid and the recalculation of the flow. In Figs. 22a-22b the Mach number distribution is depicted in the computational domain. Both the expansion region at the leading edge
and the boundary-layer are more smoothly distributed in the adapted case (Fig. 22b). Initially,
see Fig. 22a, the shock appears as a discontinuity both inside and outside the boundary-layer.
Inside the boundary-layer the Mach number also jumps from high to low values but these jumps
do not represent a shock in the physical sense because the flow in front of the jump is subsonic.
After adaptation and recalculation the shock again appears as a discontinuity, but now outside
the boundary-layer. This is in agreement with the observation that the flow is locally inviscid.
Inside the boundary-layer the jump in the Mach number is decreased significantly due to the
strong increase of grid resolution. Upon grid adaptation in the trailing-edge region the gradients
in the computational domain are increased in the boundary-layer. This appears to be caused by
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a) Initial grid (352 x 64 cells).

b) Adapted grid (352 x 64 cells).

Fig. 18 Mach number distribution from solution on initial and on adapted grid around RAE2822
airfoil (transonic flow conditions: M , = 0.725,Re, = 6.5 x

lo6,cu = 2.44O,AM =

0.05).

Fig. 19 Close-up of shock-region of initial and adapted grid around RAE2822 airfoil (transonic
flow conditions: M , = 0.725,Re, = 6.5 x lo6, a = 2.44').

a) Initial grid (352 x 64 cells).

b) Adapted grid (352 x 64 cells).

Fig. 20 Close-up of Mach number contours in shock-regionfor initial and for adaptedgridaround

RAE2822airfoil(tran~0nicflowconditions:M, = 0.725, Re, = 6.5 x lo6, a = 2.44'.
A M = 0.05).

a) Initial grid (352 x 64 cells).

b) Adapted grid (352 x 64 cells),

Fig. 21 Close-up of pressure coefficient contours in shock region for initial and for adapted grid
around RAE2822 airfoil (transonic flow conditions: M,
a = 2.44O, AC, = 0.05).

= 0.725, Re, = 6.5

x lo6,

a) Initial grid (352 x 64 cells).

b) Adapted grid (352x 64cells).

Fig. 22 Mach number distributionin the computationaldomain forsolution on initial and adapted

gridaroundRAE2822airfol(transonicflowconditions:M, = 0.725,Re, = 6.5 x

lo6,

cu = 2.44O,AM = 0.05).
the modification function XI, which is less sensitive for the flow gradient component along the
surface when the grid has locally very high cell & p c t ratios while outside the boundary layer
the flow gradient is relatively small. In Figs. 23a-23bthe pressure-coefficient distribution in the
computational domain is depicted. The same features as in the Mach number distributions can be
observed. Note that across the boundary-layer the pressure is approximately constant which is in
agreement with the results of boundary-layer theory.

In addition to the above described qualitative judgement of the grid adaptation results we can
also make a comparison with results obtained on a globally refined grid involving twice as many
points in each coordinate direction. In addition we can make a comparison with experimental
data and with computational results obtained by other researchers. To enable such comparison
we use slightly different flow conditions: M , = 0.734,Re, = 6.5 x

lo6, cu = 2.54',

while

again transition is fixed at 3% chord at both the upper and the lower side of the airfoil. The
calculations described here have been taken from Ref. [52]. The experimental data set for this
flow condition is described in [16].The computational data set for this flow condition obtained by

a) Initial grid (352 x 64 cells).

b) Adapted grid (352 x 64 cells).

fig. 23 Pressure distribution in the computationaldomain for solution on initial and adaptedgrid
around RAE2822 airfoil (transonic flow conditions: M , = 0.725, Re,

= 6.5 x

lo6,

a = 2.44'. AC, = 0.1).
various European researchers within the EUROVAL project is described in [26]. The grids used
by these researchers have been tuned several times based on visual inspection of the subsequently
calculated flow solutions, and are considered to represent the state-of-the-art.
Starting with the pressure distribution, Fig.24 shows the present computational results obtained
on the non-adapted medium grid, on the the adapted medium grid (one adaptation), on the nonadapted fine grid and the results obtained from the wind tunnel measurements. In Fig.24 the
pressure coefficient C, is plotted as a function of the x-coordinate scaled by the chord-length
(x/c = 0 at the leading edge, x/c = 1 at the trailing edge). The main differences between the
various computed data sets occur around the suction peak at the leading edge of the airfoil and
around the position of the shock wave. At both locations the data obtained on the adapted medium
grid agree much better with the data obtained on the non-adapted fine grid. Comparison of the
computational data with the wind-tunnel data does not show significant improvements.
The accuracy of the calculated pressure distributions directly influences the accuracy of the
calculated aerodynamic force coefficients which are based on integration of the pressure and
skin-friction distributions. Fig. 25 shows the various data sets in terms of the lift coefficient C1

Alpha =

-1.5

I

I

2.54
I

I

1

Fig. 24 Comparison of numerical and experimental data for the pressure distribution on the

RAE2822 airfoil, MM,= 0.734, Re, = 6.5 x lo6, a = 2.54'.
as a function of the drag coefficient Cd. m o calculated Cl - Cd polars consisting of nine flow
conditionseach are shown in Fig. 25: one obtained on a single non-adapted grid and one obtained
on an adapted grids where each of the adapted grids is adapted to the flow condition at hand.

In addition to the already mentioned data sets obtained on the medium grids (both non-adapted
and adapted), on the non-adapted fine grid and obtained kom wind-tunnel measurements, Fig. 25
also shows the computational data from the EUROVAL project. The computational result on the
non-adapted medium grid is significantly improved upon grid adaptation, both with respect to the

Fig. 25 Comparison of numerical and experimental polar data for the RAE2822 airfoil, M
,

0.734,Re,

=

= 6.5 x lo6,a = 2.54', transition fixed at 3% chord for aM cases.

experimental data and the non-adapted fine grid data. Many of the computational results fiom the

EUROVAL project are very close to the calculated polar on the adapted medium grids. In fact
this shows the potential benefit of automatic grid adaptation for industrial airframe design: the
problem turnaround-time decreases dramatically. Starting with a medium grid with reasonable
resolution and quality, grid adaptation enables one to obtain the same accuracy as on medium grids
that are manually adapted in several steps by CFD experts. Since the adaptation is performed by
an algorithm without user-interaction the problem turnaround time is very short.
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Fig. 26 Boundary-layer profiles in the computational domain (left) and in the physical domain
(right), upper side of the RAE2822 airfoil, x / e = 0.02;M , = 0.734,Re, = 6.5x lo6,
o: = 2.54'. Uponadaptation the boundary-layerresolutionincreases from 6 to20points.
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Fig. 27 Boundary-layer profiles in the computational domain (left) and in the physical domain
(right), upper side of the RAE2822 airfoil, x / c = 0.30;M , = 0.734,Re, = 6.5 x lo6,
o: = 2.54'. Upon adaptation the boundary-layer resolution increases from 10 to 25
points.

Fig. 28 Boundary-layer profiles in the computational domain (left) and in the physical domain
(right), upperside of the RAE2822airfoil. x/c = 0.57;M, = 0.734,Re, = 6.5x lo6,
CY

= 2.54'.

Upon adaptation the boundary-layer resolution increases from 10 to 25

points.

Fig. 29 Boundary-layer profiles in the computational domain (left) and in the physical domain
(right), upper side of the RAE2822airfoi1, x/c = 0.65;M, = 0.734,Re, = 6.5x

cu = 2.54'.
points.

lo6,

Upon adaptation the boundary-layer resolution increases from 11 to 23

Fig. 30 Boundary-layer profiles in the computational domain (left) and in the physical domain
(right), lower side of the RAE2822 airfoil, x/e = 0.50; M,

= 0.734, Re, = 6.5 x lo6,

a = 2.54". Upon adaptation the boundary-layer resolution increases from 10 to 25
points.

The main difference between the non-adapted and adapted grid results is the difference in the drag
coefficient. This is not very surprising since the adaptation algorithm explicitly tunes the grid
resolution normal to the airfoil surface to the boundary-layer solution profiles which vary quite
strongly with the angle of attack. This suggeststhat the friction drag is calculated more accurately
on the adapted grids than on the non-adapted grids.
To illustrate the adaptation in the boundary-layer region Figs. 26 to 30 show the velocity profiles
for the reference flow condition at different values of z / c as a function of the grid point index
(computationaldomain, normal direction) and as a function of the distance from the airfoil surface
(physical domain, normal direction). The velocity values correspond to the magnitude of the
velocity vector.
The profiles indicated as "gridO/solutionO"correspond to the result obtained on the initial grid. The
profiles indicated as "gridl/solutionO correspond to the solution on the initial grid interpolated
onto the adapted grid. The profiles indicated as "gridl/solutionl" correspond to the result obtained
on the adapted grid.
In each of the figures Figs. 27 to 30 upon adaptation the number of grid points in the boundary-

layer is increased by roughly 150%. The profiles in the physical domain change significantly
upon adaptation. At station x / c = 0.57 at the upper side of the airfoil, see Fig. 28, the velocity
magnitude outside the boundary-layer also changed upon adaptation due to a shift in the position
of the shock. The profiles in the computational domain change dramatically upon adaptation,

all showing that the initial flow solution (calculated on the initial grid) becomes almost linear in
the computational domain when interpolated to the adapted grid. The solution computed on the
adapted grid partially loses the linear behaviour in the computational domain, indicating that more
adaptation is required.

NLRS602 airfoil
In this section grid adaptation results obtained for the NLR8602 airfoil [52] are presented and
compared to experimental data [54]. Fig. 31 shows the NLR8602 airfoil with a typical adapted
grid. The airfoil is much thicker than the RAE2822 airfoil. The flow conditions are: M, = 0.65,
Re, = 9.5 x lo6, with the angle of attack cu ranging from -2.94' to 4.41" while transition is
5.7.2

fixed at locations on the upper and lower sides of the airfoil that differ for each of the angles of
attack applied.

Fig. 31 Typical adapted grid around the NLR8602 airfoil for a transonic flow condition.

Fig. 32 Details of a typcaladaptedgridaroondthe NLR8602 airfoil in the shock region (leit) and
in the trailing-edge region (right).

Details of the grid in the regions of the shock and the boundary-layer downstream of the shock
are shown in Fig. 32. Travelling in downstream direction, the grid line density near the surface of
the body gradually decreases, indicating an increasing boundary-layer thickness and a decreasing
velocity gradient in the direction normal to thesurface.
The pressure distributionsobtainedfor the data points along the polar, with a ranging fYom -2.94'
to 4.41°, can be divided in three categories:

- a i0°: the suction peak is on the lower side of the airfoil.
- 0' < a < 1.83': no shock wavepresent.

- a > 1.83':

shock wave present.

Typical Cp distributions of each of the three categories are plotted in Figs. 33 to 35. Besides a
small areajust aft of the shock wave (if applicable), for a > 0 the adaptation invariably decreases
the pressure coefficient on the upper side of the geometry and shows an increase on the lower side.
When a shock wave is involved, it is steepened by the adaptation. This behaviour is very similar
to what was observed for the case of the RAE2822 airfoil section.
For the present airfoil section, experimental pressure distributions are available for every angle
of attack. In general, agreement of both the initial and the adapted solution with experimental
data is not too good. The predicted pressure coefficient along the upper side of the airfoil is
much lower than the one measured, while the predicted Cp along the lower side is higher than

Fig. 2.3

Typical pressure distributions with suction peak on lower side of the NLR8602 airfoil for

a: < 0" (M, = 0.65, Re, = 9.5 x 10').
the one measured. As a consequence, C1 will be overestimated. In particular, Fig. 35 shows that
the computed shock location does not agree at all with the one in the experiment. Unfortunately
adaptation slightly increases the differences between computed and measured data. The reason
for the discrepancy are not known, but possible explanations are wind tunnel interference effects
and uncertainty of the Wansition locations.
In Fig. 36 the lift coefficient Cl is plotted as a function of the drag coefficient Cd. Similar to the
RAE2822 airfoil, this CI - Cd polar also shows that the values of CI calculated on the adapted
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Fig. 34 Typical pressure distribution w~?houtshock wave on the NLR8602 airfoil for O0

1.83" (M,

<a <

= 0.65, Re, = 9.5 x lo6).

grids are higher than the values calculated on the non-adapted grids. Also the values of Cd
calculated on adapted grids are lower than the values calculated on the non-adapted grids. The
shape of both polars is very similar. Comparing the polar obtained from the numerical data with the
polar obtained from the experimental data, the adaptation can be considered an improvement for
negative and small angles of attack. For higher angles of attack the correlation is not satisfactory.
Fig. 37 shows the lift and drag coefficients as function of the angle of attack. The differences
between the computed and measured coefficients slightly increase upon grid adaptation, which
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Fig. 35 Typical pressure distribution with shock

wave on the NLR8602 airfoil for a: = 3.64'

(M, = 0.65, Re, = 9.5 x lo6).
is in agreement with the observations made for the pressure distributions. The drag coefficient
prediction is strongly improved upon adaptation. It is noted that the drag coefficient heavily
depends on the skin-iiiction distribution which is apparently better resolved on the adapted grid.
To assess the resolution of the boundary-layer velocity profiles, which determine the skin-liiction
distribution, Figs. 38, 39 and 40 show for a: = 3.64' the profiles at various stations along the
upper surface of the airfoil. The profiles obtained on the non-adapted grid and on the adapted grid
are plotted in both the computational domain and the physical domain.

Fig. 33 Calculatedpolar data for the NLR8602 airfoil for angles of attack ranging from -2.94 to
3.64 degrees.

Fig. 37 LH (left)and drag (right) coefficientsas functions of the angle of attackshowing improvement of the agreement between computational and experimental drag prediction upon
adaptation.

Fig. 38 Boundary-layer profiles in the computational domain (left) and in the physical domain

(right), upperside of the NLR8602 airfoil, x/c = 0.50,M, = 0.65,Re, = 9.5x

lo6,

a = 3.64O. Upon adaptation the boundary-layer resolution increases from 10 to 20
points.

Fig. 39 Boundary-layer profiles in the computational domain (left) and in the physical domain

(right), upper side of the NLR8602 airfoil, x/c = 0.80,M , = 0.65,Re, = 9.5 x
a = 3.64'.

points.

lo6,

Upon adaptation the boundary-layer resolution increases from 11 to 21

Fig. 40 Bounday-layer profiles in the computational domain (left) and in the physical domain
(right), upperside of the NLR8602airfo1, x / c = 0.95, M , = 0.65, Re, = 9.5

x lo6,

cu = 3.64', indicating reversed flow close to the surface.
We usethe same notation as usedinthe previous section. The profiles indicatedas "gridO/solutionO"
correspond to results obtained on the initial grid. The profiles indicated as "gridl/solutionO"
correspond to the solution on the initial grid interpolated onto the adapted grid., The profiles
indicated as "gridl/solutionl" correspond to results obtained on the adapted grid. The boundarylayer velocity profiles show basically the same trend as was observed in the previous section;
grid adaptation and recalculation of the solution result in velocity profiles that are close to linear
distributionsin the computational domain.

5.8 Conclusions and discussion
A new adaptation algorithm for computational fluid dynamics problems has been developed,

suitable for 2D airfoil problems. Four essential steps in the algorithm can be distinguished.
(i) The adaptation equations are formulated in the so-called parametric domain associated with
the initial grid that is used as the basis of the adaptation.

(ii) The basic adaptation equations are derived from a variational formulation and can be
interpreted as anisotropic diffusion equations.
(iii) The modified anisotropic diffusion equations are directly solved for the computational
coordinates (t,11) as functions of the parametric coordinates (p, q) and the resulting map is
numerically inverted.

(iv) The adaptation equations are modified to obtain the following desirable properties in
boundary-layers:

- preservation of orthogonality,
- one-dimensional equidistribution of a weight function in the direction normal to the
airfoil surface, and

- adaptation in the direction of the flow controlled by the outer flow.
Application to two aerodynamic test problems demonstrates that the developed grid adaptation
algorithm is robust and generates heavily adapted grids around airfoils leading to significant improvement of the flow solution quality.

The quality improvement of the flow solution is apparent when comparing the flow solution
obtained on a non-adapted medium and fine grid with the one obtained on the adapted medium
grid. Upon adaptation of the medium grid the disagreement between the pressure distribution
obtained on the non-adapted fine grid and the one obtained on the adapted medium grid largely
disappear (see Fig. 24).
Also the agreement between our medium grid result and the medium grid results obtained by
various European researchers improves significantly upon adaptation of our medium grid ( See
Fig. 25). It should be noted that the grids used by these researchers are the result of extensivetuning
of the mesh characteristics to the obtained flow solutions, including numerous flow visualisations,
grid generations and flow computations. Our non-adapted grid, however, is generated using
an elliptic grid generator that only needs a rough estimate of the Reynolds number as input
parameter. The purpose of the base medium grid is to resolve the geometry of the airfoil with
sufficient accuracy and to provide a sufficient degree of smoothness and orthogonality. The
Reynolds number estimate is used to specify the stretching of the grid in the direction normal to
the airfoil surface, required to resolve the boundary-layer to some extent. The tuning of the grid
is performed by the grid adaptation algorithm in a fully automatic way without user interference.
This demonstrates a practical implication of grid adaptation: the problem turnaround time can be
decreased dramatically.
Another indicationof improved flow solution quality achieved by grid adaptation is the smoothness
of the flow solution in the computational domain, indicating an improved resolution of the high
gradient physical flow features. Increased smoothness is obtained in the region where the shock
penetrates into the boundary-layer and in the region around the stagnation point near the leading
edge (see Figs. 22 and 23). Almost optimal smoothness is obtained across the entire height of the

boundary-layer which is indicated by the linear velocity profiles in the computational domain that
are found when the initial flow solution is interpolated onto the adapted grid (see Figs. 26 to 30
and Figs. 38 to 40). This observation is in agreement with the analysis in section 5.2 which shows
that the adaptation normal to the airfoil surface is effectively one-dimensional. It is also noted,
however, that the flow solution on the adapted grid introduces a deviation fkom the linear profiles,
indicating that more adaptations may be required.

It is acknowledged that comparisonof computational data with experimental data does not indicate
that grid adaptation unconditionally leads to improvement of the correlation of predicted and
measured aerodynamic data In particular, the disagreement between the pressure distribution
on the NLR8602 airfoil obtained £rom computation and the one measured increases upon grid
adaptation. It is noted, however, that a number of uncertainties is involved.
(i) The flow is turbulent. This means that the flow is essentiallyunsteady and three-dimensional.

In the computations the unsteadiness is accounted for by averaging the time-dependent
Navier-Stokes equations in time and solving these quasi-steady equations for the timeaveraged flow quantities. The number of unknowns in the time-averaged equations, however, is larger than the number of equations. Specifically the equations include the so-called
Reynolds stresses which represent the effect of the high-kequency unsteadiness on the
time-averaged flow quantities. The system of equations is closed by a so-called algebraic
turbulence model which expresses the Reynolds stresses in terms of the time-averaged flow
quantities. Such turbulence model, here the Baldwin-Lomax model, is empirical, partially
based on knowledge of airfoil flows, and is subject to significant uncertainties.
(ii) The measurements have been carried out in wind tunnels where the airfoil is of finite span
and is enclosed by four (sometimes partially) solid walls. The wind-tunnel data have been
corrected to account for the effect of presence of wind-tunnel walls, but the determination
of such corrections is a challenge in itself and is also subject to uncertainties.

The robustness of the grid adaptation algorithm is demonstrated by the substantial number of
adapted grids that were used in the polar computations for the RAE2822 and NLR8602 airfoils.
Each ofthesegrids were adaptedin afully automaticway,i.e., completely without user interference.
Although these grids are heavily adapted to the flow features that strongly vary with the changing
upstream flow conditions, irregularities in the sense of grid overlap never occui~ed. This is in
agreement with the invertibility theorem of Clement, Hagmeijer and Sweers [14] that is discussed

in the previous chapter.
The grids are heavily adapted at specific locations. In the shock region of the RAE2822 airfoil
(see Fig. 19) the mesh size across the shock decreases by an order of magnitude while the mesh
size normal to the airfoil surface is tuned to the strongly varying boundary-layer along the airfoil
surface. Around the leading edge the mesh size along the airfoil surface decreases by a factor
of 2 to 3 upon grid adaptation (see Figs. 14a and 15a). Finally the number of points across the
boundary-layer typically increases by a factor of 2 or 3 (see Figs. 26 to 30 and Figs. 38 to 40).
Evidently, the degree of adaptation depends on the quality of the initial grid.

We conclude by remarking that it appeared to be necessary to modify the Weighted Least Squares
formulation developed in the previous chapters. By introducing modification functions in the
PDE's, see section 5.2, we no longer minimise the WLS functional K given by Eq.(150) and it
seems not possible to find the functional which has the modified PDE's (159) as the EL-equations.
The pay-off of this compromise is that the adaptation method not only works for relatively simple
model problems on rectangular domains, but is also applicable to realistic aerodynamic problems
like airfoil flows involving cell aspect-ratios as high as 10,000.

6 Grid adaptationin 3D based on Compound Weighted Least Squares maps
In the present chapter we present an extension from 2D to 3D of the work presented in chapter
5. The objective is to achieve efficient adaptation of structured grids in three-dimensional space.
Most of the 2D developments can be extended to 3D in a straightforward manner. But the
behaviour of, for example, adapted grids along intersecting solid walls with boundary layers is not
a priori clear. In section 6.2 arguments are given to expect that orthogonal grids will be generated
in suchregions. The introduction of correction maps for 2D aerodynamic problems around airfoils
is extended to 3D aerodynamic problems around wings in section 6.6.
Let R

c R3 be the physical domain in three-dimensional space in which the computational

grid has to be adapted, and let R, = [O,113 C R3 be the so-called computational domain. A
boundary conforming curvilinear coordinate system in R can be defined by mapping 51, onto R
such that the Cartesian computational coordinates (g-, q, c ) in~R, are the curvilinear coordinates
in R. The problem of grid adaptation is to find a suitable mapping from 4 to R. In this chapter
it is assumed that there exists an initial grid with sufficient quality with respect to geometry
resolution, orthogonality and smoothness,that merely has to be adapted to the flow solution at the
specific flow conditions at hand. The initial grid is assumed to be generated by an experienced

CFD specialist, and to have sufficient quality to obtain a converged solution with most of the
flow features reasonably resolved. Suchan initial grid would typically be used for all the flow
conditions to be considered for the configuration investigated. L i e the 2D development in the
previous chapter the initial grid is used for pararnetrisation of the physical domain to retain the
characteristics of the initial grid in a global way. The concept of grid adaptation in the parametric
domain is illustrated in Fig. 41.

;

I'

Computational
domain Rc

Parametric
domain Qp

Physical
domain R

Fig. 41 Grid adaptation by using an adaptation map A that maps the computational domain onto
the parametric domain.

Let the initial grid in the physical domain R be the image of a uniform Cartesian grid in the unit
cube [O, 113 c 7Z3 under a map M. The Cartesian coordinates in the unit square denoted by
( p , q, r)T serve as the parameters to describe the physical domain; hence the unit cube is called
the parametric domain denoted by q.
The goal is to adapt the grid in the parametric domain QP.
Once again it is stated that adaptation in the parametric domain enables preservation of the global
features of the initial grid in the physical domain such as high resolution at geometry parts with
high curvahlre. The initial grid can be considered to be pre-adapted to the geomew and the global
features of the flow solution, whereas the regenerated grid is additionally adapted to details of the
flow solution at the specific flow conditions considered.
The problem of grid adaptationin C& can conveniently be formulated in terms of the determination
of a suitable Weighted Least Squares map A that maps the Cartesian grid in the computational
domain R, to the adapted grid in

C4,(see Fig.

41). Consequently, the adapted grid in the

physical domain is the image of the Cartesian grid in R, under the compound map M o A. Hence
the problem is to find the parametric coordinates p, q and

T

as functions of the computational

coordinates [,q and C,which is the main topic of the next two sections.

6.1 Anisotropic D W o n equations in parametric domain
We start by introducing an extension of the functional (150) based on the generic functional (1 15):

where the weight functions are strictly positive, bounded, differentiable functions of ( p , q, T

) ~ .

The map ( [ ( p , q, T ) , q ( p , q, T ) , C(p,q , T ) ) can now be defined as the map that minimises functional

K. To assure that the map is boundary conforming the following set of essential boundary
conditions is applied:

As is demonstrated in chapter 3 the above formulated variational problem requires that the EulerLagrange (EL) equations be satisfied:

These equations melinear anddecoupledpaaialdifferentialequationsforthefunctions t ( p , q, T ) , ~ ( pq,,r )
and C(p, q, T ) , respectively, and may be interpreted as anisotropic diffusion (AD) equations with
diffusion coefficients w;', w;'
adaptation map in Fig. 41.

and w;'.

They form the basis for determining the inverse

To complete the variational problem formulation the following set of natural boundary conditions
has to be fulfilled:

6.2 M W e d Anisotropic Diffusion equations in parametric domain
Following the skewness analysis of section5.2 weintroduce modification functions Xi, i = 1,2,3,
to provide orthogonal grids in boundary layers:

where XI, A2 and A3 are functions of p,q and r which are taken proportional to the squares of the
local mesh sizes of the initial grid in Q:

To illustrate the effect of the modification functions X i let the surface r = 0 in the parametric
domain

represent a solid wall in Q and let the cells of the initial grid adjacent to the wall be

orthogonal and have very small aspect ratios, i.e.

This situationis illustratedinFig. 42% As a consequence XI

(< X3

and A2

<(

X3 and the modified

equations can be approximated as

a tr GO,
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a
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Since the Neumann boundary conditions (195) are applied we have & ( p , q, 0) = 0 and conse-

0 for increasing r as long as approximation (199) is valid, i.e., as long as XI << A3
quently f,
and X2 << X3. The same is true for for vr. Hence the adapted grid in the boundary layer is nearly
orthogonal. A second implication of approximation (199) is that the equation for C (the third
equation of Eqs. (199)) is similar to Eq. (43) which shows that the grid in the boundary layer is
adapted in normal direction by one-dimensional equidistribution of the product w ; ' ~ , .
So far the asymptotic behaviour near solid walls with boundary layers is completely similar to the
situation in 2D. In 3D, however, we have the additional possibility of intersecting solid walls both
with a boundary layer. suppose that a boundary layer is present along the surface p = 0 and along
the surface r = 0, see Fig. 42b. Then in the neighbourhood of the intersection p = 0, r = 0 we
have

As a consequence Xz (< X I and Xz << A3 and the modified equations can be approximated as

Hence only one term per equation can be neglected instead of two terms in the previous case of a
boundary layer along one surface. Now the question is: will the adapted grid neat the intersection
be sufficiently orthogonal? This question can only be answered in a qualitative sense since the
local solutionof the grid adaptation equations depends on the global solutiondue to the ellipticity
of the equations.
To assess the orthogonality question it is convenient to observe the solutions f ( p , q, T ) , ~ ( pq,, T )
and C(p, q, T). As a reference we note that if upon adaptation planes of p = constant would
be mapped to planes of

E

= constant, planes of q = constant would be mapped to planes

of 1) = constant, and planes of

T

= constant would be mapped to planes of

C = constant,

then all angles of the initial grid in the physical domain are conserved within the adapted grid.
For the the plane q = constant depicted in Fig. 42b we note that in the neighbourhood of the
intersection cells have aspect ratios that are of order unity and hence do not differ too much from
the corresponding cells in the parametric domain. Hence, if it is assumed that the iso-5 and iso-C
surfaces are close to planes of p = constant and T = constant, respectively, the angles of the
initial grid in the physical domain are locally conserved within the adapted grid. Then the question
remains whether the image of the plane q = constant near the intersection under the adaptive
map will be sufficiently close to a plane 11 = constant. To answer this question we assume that
some distance away fiom the intersection in the parametric domain, see Fig. 42b, there exist lines
in the iso-q plane of p = p^

> 0 and T = r^ > 0, respectively, along which approximations like

Eqs. (201) are valid such that 1) is approximately constant along these lines. Since along curves
p = 0 and T = 0 we have Neumann conditions for 7, application of the maximum principle to

the enclosed area between these four curves learns that 1) indeed is approximately constant in the
enclosed area.

6 3 Weight functions and modifleation functions
The specification of the weight functions wi,i = 1,2,3, and modification functions Xi,i = 1,2,3,
used for adaptation in 3D, is directly based on the functions used in 2D, see Eqs. (172) and (191),
respectively.
As a natural extension of the weight functions given in Eq. (172) we take
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Fig. 42 Sketch of single boundary layer and two intersecting boundary layers in an is*

plane.

where Q E Rn again represents the flow solution with all components scaled to O(1) and where

11.11

denotes the L2 norm.

As a natural extension of the modification functions given in Eq.(191) we take

Discretisation
The differential operator L, defined in Eq. (196) is approximated by a second-order accurate
difference operator L,h by replacing derivatives by central differences. In an interior grid point
(i,j, k) ~ , ish defined as:
6.4

with

where the subscripts and superscripts i, j, k indicate at which node the functions are evaluated,
with Ap, Aq and AT the mesh spacing of the uniform grid in the parametric domain. The normal
derivatives at the boundary 6% are approximated by iirst-order accurate one-sided differences.
The above described large system of linear equations is solved by means of GMRES relaxation
141. The specific GMRES algorithm has been taken from the netlib.linalg library (ftp address:
netlib2.cs.utk.edu) provided by the University of Tennessee and Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
A correction-storage multi-grid technique [l 11 with fixed V-cycles is used to increase the rate of

convergence.
Solution of the MAD equations results in the inverse adaptation map t(p). To re-invert this map
to the adaptation map p(c) an iterative scheme like Eq. (188) could be used. In the present chapter
however a more efficient direct method is applied.
We know kom the solution of the MAD equations for each point pi,j,k of the uniform hexahedral
mesh in the parametric domain the associated values of the computational coordinates, i.e. the
image of pi,j,kin the computational domain. We divide each of the hexahedral cells of the uniform

3D grid in the parametric domain into six tetrahedra. We can map these tetrahedra easily to the
computational domain by first taking the images of the vertices and assuming a locally linear map
in the interior of the tetrahedron. Let a point in the tetcahedron in the parametric domain with

vertices pi, i = 0,1,2,3 be given as:

with

We write its image in the computational domain likewise as:

where fi,i = 0,1,2,3 are the images of pi. Our goal is to determine which points of a uniform
mesh in the computational domain lie insidetheimage of the tetrahedron. We start by constructing
in the computational domain the smallest possible cube around the image of the tetrahedron with
faces of constant 6, q and C, respectively. Then we calculate the values of ei, i = 1,2,3 for each
of the nodes of the uniform mesh that lie inside the cube. AU of these nodes that satisfy criterion
(207) lie inside the tetrahedron. Because we have the values of ei, i = 1,2,3 we immediatelyhave
the inverse images of these points in the parametric domain by applying Eq. (206). Hence, by
repeating this procedure for each of the hexahedral cells in the parametric domain we find all new
points in the parametric domain associated with a uniform mesh in the computational domain.

6.5 Multiple adaptations
In this section we briefly discuss four different methods that can be used for multiple adaptations.
The fist method described is the most rigorous one but has associated withit a considerableamount
of additional work on discretisation and solution algorithms. The second method discussed is the
simplest and is applied in section 5.6 to the model problem representative for the interaction of an
oblique shock and a boundary layer. The remaining two methods discussed are applied in sections
6.7.4 and 6.7.5, respectively, to realistic aerodynamic problems. It is acknowledged that the first
method is favourable, but from an efficiency point of view the other less rigorous methods may
be adequate for particular cases.

65.1

Transformed MAD equations in updated parametric domain

When the adaptation algorithm has been applied to an initial grid, the grid in the associated
parametric domain is not uniform anymore. Hence when the flow solution is updated and the grid
is to be adapted once more, the MAD equationshave to solved on a non-uniform grid which leads
to a more complex discretisation and a system of linear equations that is not diagonally dominant.

As an alternative the PDE's can be transformed to a new parametric domain associated with the
previously adapted grid where the grid is uniform. In the transformed equations, however, a full
matrix instead of a diagonal matrix is involved (see section 3.2.2), which leads to the same linear
system being not diagonally dominant.

6.5.2 Repetition of single-adaptation algorithm
The most simple alternative for the rigorous method described above is to repeat the single
adaptation algorithm. This means that each previously adapted grid is considered a new 'initial
grid' which can be associated with a new parametric domain. The direct consequence of this
procedure is that we do not solve the same mathematical problem as is defined in section 6.5.2.
When the sequence of adaptations converges then the weight functions must satisfy:

which is a very special situationthat cannot be expected to hold for arbitrary flow-fields. Therefore
this method is abandoned.

6 5 3 Weight funetion including flow differences
When the exact flow solution is known one adaptation of the grid is sufficient because a second
adaptation would be based on exactly the same flow solution. This raises the question whether it
is possible to apply the repetition procedure described in the previous section but using different
weight functions that monitor flow solution differences rather than the flow solution itself. In
section 6.7.4 such a procedure is carried out for the computation of the transonic flow over a
delta wing. Each time the grid is adapted the previous flow solution interpolated to the adapted
grid is stored. After calculating the flow solution on the adapted grid the difference between the
previous flow solution and the calculated flow solution is used in the weight functions for the next
adaptation. Hence, when the flow solutiondoes not change anymore the procedure has converged.
It is again acknowledged that a different mathematical problem is solved. On the other hand
the application described in section 6.7.4 shows that this method can be used for complex flow
problems such as the flow around a delta wing involving several flow features.

Weight function including parametric map
A fourth alternativefor multiple adaptations that we propose also employs the repetition procedure
described in section 6.5.2 with alternative weight functions. To eliminate the essential problem of
the repetition procedure of losing all information associated with the initial grid it is proposed to
incorporate the parametric map into the weight functions as an additional monitor function. The
effect is that at locations where the flow solution is uniform the weight functions are driven by the
65.4

functions that describe the adapted grid in the parametric domain. This implies that the adaptation
algorithm will generate a new adapted grid that is more uniform in the paramehic domain. In the
limit of infinitely many adaptations the initial grid will then be recovered. Although also in this
case a different mathematical problem is solved. Application to the calculation of supersonic flow
over a single-nozzle rocket, including the exhaust plume, shows that this method can be efficient
for realistic problems involving supersonic flow. with complex shock-wave patterns.

6.6 Adaptation of 3D multi-block structured grids

In the 2D airfoil case it appeared that, although the C-type topology grid is essentially a singleblock grid, the grid being connected to itself by a face-to-face connection introduces difficulties
that are typical for a multi-block environment. The same is true for CO-topology grids around
wings. Therefore we discuss a general approach towards the adaptation of multi-blockgtids which
is then used to provide a useful algorithm to adapt CO-topology grids around wings.

6.6.1 General multi-block topology
Suppose we have the simplest possible 3D multi-block grid consisting of two blocks with a single
common face. When we apply the adaptation algorithm to both blocks separately, the adapted
grids of both blocks will not match in the common face. The question is how to correct both
grids such that the grids in the common face match while the adapted grids in the two blocks are
conserved as much as possible.

The question arises whether we can average the two non-matching grids in the common face to
obtain a single grid that is a 'look-alike' of the two originals. We cannot simply average all nodes
of the two grids that have identical indices since this does not guarantee that the averaged grid
is non-overlapping. More specifically, when we average the maps that describe the two sets of
computational coordinates it can not be proven that the Jacobian of the averaged map be non-zero
everywhere.

We propose the following approach. Consider the two maps that describe both sets of computational coordinates in the common face as functions to which the initial non-adapted grid in the
common face has to be adapted. The adaptation algorithm produces adapted grids that are such
that the functions to which the grid is adapted tend to become linear in the cornputational domain
of the adapted grid. This means that the gradients of the computational coordinates that describe
the adapted grid will match the gradients of the functions that were used in the weight functions
to drive the adaptation. In the case of grid averaging this means that the grid resulting from the
averaging procedure will be dense at locations where both of the original grids are dense. If at

a certain location one of the grids is dense while the other is relatively coarse, the grid resulting
from the averaging procedure will be moderately dense.
The 2D adaptation algorithm is used to correct the initial, non-adapted, grid in the common face, so
the invertibility theorem of Clement, Hagmeijer and Sweers presented in section 4.6 is applicable.
This shows that the proposed correction procedure leads to an 'averaged' grid that is guaranteed to
be regular and non-overlapping. Hence, this approach is used to 'average' two grids in common
faces between adapted blocks. It should be noted, however, that when the two grids to be averaged
are identical the present approach will not conserve these grids but will produce a 'similar' grid.
These aspects are discussed in more detail in the next section.

Now the question arises how the adapted grids can be re-adapted in the two blocks to match the
'averaged' gridin the common face, while the originally adapted grids are largely conserved. Here
we propose an approach that again uses the parametric domain concept. If each of the adapted
grids is associated with its own parametric domain where each grid is uniform, the 'averaged'
grid in the common face will appear as a non-uniform grid in one face of each of the parametric
domains. The uniform grids can be adapted in these parametric domains to the non-uniform grid
in their common face by simply shifting the family of straight grid lines that are normal to the
face. This will cause the grids in the opposite faces to become non-uniform too. In order to
keep the grids in the opposite faces fixed one could apply interpolation between the grids in the
common face and its opposite faces to get the grid points in the interior of the blocks. This may
lead, however, to excessive skewness of the resulting grid in the physical domain in case the
non-adapted grid possesses highly stretched cells. Hence, by mapping the corrected grids back
from the two parametric domains to the physical domain corrected grids are obtained in the two
blocks that match at their common face. Moreover, the corrected grids will resemble the initially
adapted grids because the grids have been corrected in their parametric domains which enables

conservation of global characteristics.

6.6.2 Averaging of two-dimensionalgrids in the unit square
In this section we will investigate how two different grids in the unit square can be 'averaged'
such that the resulting grid contains characteristics of both grids in terms of cell-size distribution.
It is required that when the two grids are identical, the 'averaged' grid is also identical to these
grids. It is also required that when each of the two grids is regular (non-overlapping) that then
the 'averaged' grid is also regular. For completenessit is noted that when the domain is not a unit
square, transformation of the two grids to the unit square can be camed out first. Hence using the
unit square as the domain does not cause a loss of generality.
We start by addressing the question whether any given grid can be obtained by solving a system
of PDE's. Given a map ([(p, q), ~ ( pq,) ) from the unit square onto itself, we assume that there
exists a matrix M such that:

Transformation of Eqs. (209) to the ( f ,7)-domain (see section 3.2.2) yields:

with:

Eqs. (210) are satisfied if we choose:

leading to definition of matrix M:
1

M =-JJ~.

IJI

Eqs. (209) and (213) are associated with a harmonic map as described in section 3.3.4 when the

monitor function

* is taken as:

Following the construction of the harmonic map we take the matrix M as:

This finally leads to Eq.(213) by noting that:

Hence, the conclusion is that any given map from the unit square onto itself can be obtained as
the solution of a harmonic map if the functions that define the given map are used as the monitor
functions in the metric tensor. In other words reconstruction of a given map on the unit square can
be considered as the adaptation of an initially uniform map in the unit square to monitor functions
that consist of the functions describing the given map.
Based on the above results it is easy to construct an algorithm for the averaging of two given maps,
say ( 5 1 ( ~q),
, %(P, 9 ) ) and (tz(p, q), qz(p, 9)). The averaged map is defined as an harmonic map
based on the following monitor function 4?

At this stage the first objective is reached: to enable grid averaging in such a way that when the
two maps are identical they are also identical to the resulting harmonic map.
The second objective, to obtain a regular 'averaged' grid assuming that the two initial grids are
both regular (non-overlapping)is not reached yet since an invertibilitytheorem is not available for
harmonic maps. The a priori guarantee of producing a regular 'averaged' grid is of high priority
in view of robustness, therefore it is proposed to use an alternative averaging algorithm. The
2D MAD equations (159) are used to construct the averaged map by again using the functions
that describe the two given grids as monitor functions. In other words: the weight functions are
specified in the MAD equations as:

with 45 given in Eq. (217). Note that due to the assumption that the initial mappings are regular
and have positive Jacobians everywhere, i.e.:

It is noted that with this alternative averaging algorithm the requirement that the two initial maps
be conserved when they are identical is not fulfilled. On the other hand the 'averaged' grid will
be such that the monitor functions are smoothly distributed over the grid points. Therefore this
averaging method is used for matching grids in common faces between different blocks.

Fig. 43 Single block CO-topology with the shaded region in the cube corresponding to the wing
surface.

In figure 43 the CO-topology of a single block around a wing is depicted as a map kom a unit
cube. The central paa of the bonom face of the cube is mapped onto the wing surface while the
remaining p m of the bonom face are mapped onto the upper and lower side of the wake surface,
respectively. The back face of the cube is mapped onto the upper and lower side of the horizontal
plane outboard of the wing. Hence two face-to-face connections ate present: the off-centre parts
of the bonom face and the two halfs of the back face.
To adapt the grid in the physical domain one has to adapt the grid in the unit cube which is
considered as the parametric domain, seeFig. 41. But in view of the above described face-to-face
connections, adaptation of the grid in the parametric domain will not result in an acceptable grid
in the physical domain. This can easily be understood by noting that the adapted grid in the two
off-centre parts of the bottom face of the parametric domain will be different and non-symmetric.

Also the trailing edge of the wing will not coincide with a grid line anymore in the adapted grid.
Finally the adapted grid in the back plane of the unit cube will not be symmetric with respect to
the vertical line that divides the back plane in two halfs. These mismatches are similar to the ones
encountered in the adaptation of multi-block grids where adapted grids in adjacent blocks have to
match at the block-interfaces.
The adaptation of the CO-type single-block topology depicted in Fig. 43 is performed in steps:
1) The basic adaptation map is applied by solving the MAD equations (196) in the parametric
domain.

2) The back face grid is made symmetric. The functions that describe the back face grid and
its image with respect to the p =

4 plane are substituted in the weight functions of the 2D

MAD equations (159). Solution of these equations leads to a symmetric re-adapted grid
that resembles the characteristics of the originally adapted grid.
3) The bottom face grid is corrected. The off-centre parts are symmetrised using a similar
approach that has been used to symmetrise the back plane grid. The centre part is also
corrected to be boundary conforming along the two straight lines that correspond to the
trailing edge. This is also done by the approach described in the previous section; a uniform
grid in the centre part section (which is boundary conforming) is adapted to the functions
that describe the initially adapted grid in that part of the face.
4) The grids in the three parts of the bottom plane are matched along the trailing edge lines,
again using adaptation in local parametric domains.

5) The back face and the bottom face are matched at their intersection.
6 ) The block interior grid is matched to the bottom face (see previous section).
7) The block interior grid is matched to the back face (see previous section).

In all steps correction (or re-adaptation) is performed in alocal parametric domain that is associated
with a part of the current grid. So in each step the characteristics of the grid are more or less
conserved. It is acknowledged that the above described correction steps are topology-dependent
and also that the result depends on the order of the steps taken. For example, the sixth and seventh
step can be interchanged leading to a slightly different result. To obtain a robust algorithm for
the adaptation of CO-topology grids around wings, however, the above described approach is
adequate which is demonseated in section 6.7.

Fig. 44 Rectangular flow domain containing two intersecfing so/id walk (shaded).
6.7

Applications to 3D aerodynamic problems

6.7.1

Viscous corner flow
To test the modification functions and the asymptotic analysis for the boundary-layer along
intersecting solid surfaces (see section 6.2) we start with the adaptation of an initially orthogonal
grid within the flow domain depicted in Fig. 44. The flow domain consists of a box containing
two flat plates that are connected at a common edge. The direction of the oncoming viscous flow
is parallel to both plates on which interacting boundary-layers develop. The boundary layers start
to develop at theleading edges of the two plates which are located at 50%length of the box. On all
other faces and parts of faces of the box that are parallel to the flow direction symmetry conditions
are imposed. If four of these flow domains are combined, one obtains the flow through one cell
of an infinite uniform (honeycomb-type of) mesh consistingof infinitesimallythin plates.
A global impression of the adapted grid is presented in Fig. 45 showing the high grid-point

densities along the faces of the flow domain where the boundary layers are expected and at the
leading edges of both plates. In Fig. 46 a close-up of the adapted grid shows that iso-( lines are not
excessively skew confirming the validity of the qualitativearguments that are used in section 6.2.

In Fig. 47 the same close-up is shown but an additional iso* surface is shown to demonstrate that
within this grid plane the grid is nearly orthogonal, even in the neighbourhood of the intersection

Fig. 45 RFlectangular flow domain with impression of adapted grid showing boundary-layer and
leading-edge resolution.

Fig. 46 Close-up of adaptedgrid near the leading edge and near the intersection of the two solid
walls.

of the two plates.
The conclusion is that the modificationfunctions that are proposed in section 6.2 are adequate to
deal with boundary layers along intersecting solid surfaces.

Fig. 47 Close-up of adapted grid near the leading edge and near the intersection of the two solid
walls including isof plane.

6.7.2

ONERA M6 wing

To demonstrate the grid adaptation algorithm results are presented for the ONERA M6 wing at
transonic flow conditions [55]. calculations on non-adapted as well as adapted grids have been
performed, on medium and fine grids, and for three different Reynolds numbers, see table 3. For
each case the NLR flow simulation system ENFLOW has been used, [7],[59],[38], to generate the
initial grid and to calculate the flow solutions on the various grids. All solutions converged to a
sufficient degree of accuracy.
Fig. 48 shows the medium grid (Fig. 48a) and the adapted medium grid on the wing upper surface
(Fig. 48b) as well as the calculated pressure coefficient (C,)

distributions (Fig. 48c and 48d).

Adaptation at the leading edge, trailing edge, shock position and tip are evident resulting in a more

Table 3 Cases considered for ONERA M6 wing (n=non-adapted, a=adapted) M,
a = 3.06', fixed transition at 3% chord.

I

I

Re, = 3 x lo6
Re, = 11.7 x lo6
Re, = 48 x lo6

/

/

medium

fine

128 x 24 x 32

256 x 48 x 64

n,a
n,a

n

n,a

I

n

1

= 0.84,

a) non-adapted grid

b) adapted grid

c) Cpon non-adapted grid

d) C, on adapted grid

e) non-adapted grid, nose

f) adapted grid, nose

Fig. 48 Non-adapted and adapted medium grid, (a) and (b), and Cpdistributions(ACp = 0.05).
(c) and (d), on wing upper surface, and close-ups of non-adapted and adaptedgrid near

the leading edge in the symmetry plane, (e) and (f), M,
transition at 3% chord, Re, = 11.7 x lo6.

= 0.84,

CY

= 3.06", fixed

Fig. 49 Upper surfacepressure distributions (C),

on non-adapted and adapted grids compared

to fine grid result and experimental data, M , = 0.84, cu = 3.06'.

fixed transition at 3%

chord, Re, = 11.7 x 10'.

i
1

nonadapted medium
adapted medium

fine

--

Fig. 50 Skin-frictiondistributions (Cf) on non-adapted and adaptedgrids compared to result on
fine grid, M , = 0.84, cu = 3.06'. fixed transition at 3%chord, Re, = 48 x lo6.

35

adapted medium

x/c

a) Re = 11.7 x lo6

fine

x/c

b) Re = 48 x lo6

Fig. 51 Law-of-the-wall coordinate y+ of first grid point above the surface along the 65%span
cross section of various grids, M,

= 0.84, CY = 3.06"' fixed transition at 3%chord.

pronounced shock system and better resolution of the merging of the fore and aft shock. Details
of the adaptation near the nose in the symmetry plane (Figs.48e and 480 show concentration in
the boundary layer with a clear transition to the outer flow field region.
The C, distributions on the upper side at various cross sections of the wing are depicted in Fig.

49. The results on the non-adapted and adapted grid are compared to the fine grid result as well as
experimental data. The suction peak at the leading edge and the downstream expansion zone as
apparent in the fine grid result and the experimental data is fully captured in the solution obtained
on the adapted medium grid, while on the non-adapted medium grid these flow features are not
captured very well.
The skin-friction (Cf) distributionson the upper side of the wing at various cross sections of the
wing are presented in Fig. 50 for Re, = 48 x lo6. Along the whole upper surface adaptation
results in significantimprovements. It is also visible how thelaminar-turbulent transitionlineshifts
upstream upon adaptation. This is caused by the flow solver that uses user-specified transition
positions in terms of grid lineindex. Hence, when the grid changes due to adaptation the transition
location also changes.
The influence of grid adaptation on the resolution of the boundary layer is explicitly demonstrated

in Fig. 51 showing the 'law-of-the-wall' coordinate yi of the first grid point above the wing
surface at the 65% span cross section. For the Re, = 11.7 x lo6 case the yi distribution over
the grid is significantly improved upon adaptation compared to the non-adapted medium grid. For
the Re, = 48 x

lo6 case the improvement is even stronger: the adapted medium grid resolves

the boundary layer better than the fine grid and the yi values are reduced by roughly 30%. The
stronger effect for the high Reynolds number case is not unexpected since the initial grids have
been generated for the Re, = 11.7 x lo6 case by CFD experts with a state-of-the-art elliptic grid
generator. From Fig. 51a we learn that even such a special-purpose grid can be automatically
modified to improve the yi resolution by roughly 50%, i.e. equal to the improvement obtained
on the grid that is twice as fine in each direction and therefore takes three to four times as much
computing time to produce a solution.
The influence of grid adaptationon the aerodynamic coefficients is shown in Fig. 52 which shows
the lift (CL), total drag (Go), fiction drag (Gof), and pitching moment (CM)coefficients as
calculated on the non-adapted and adapted medium grids, and on the fine grid, for three different
Reynolds numbers. Globally grid adaptation results in an improvement of the medium-grid
coefficient predictions when the fine grid results are taken as measure for comparison. More
specifically the drag coefficient, see Fig. 52b, is strongly improved: the gap of 25 counts (1 count
E

between the medium and fine gridresults is reduced to 6 counts upon grid adaptation. This

is still not accurate enough for practical problems but it should be mentioned that the medium grid
contains only about 100,000pints. Especially the iiiction drag is improvedupn grid adaptation,
see Fig. 52c, and only differs by one count from the fine-grid result. It is also remarkable that the
adapted medium-grid results and the fine-grid results have the same type of dependency on the
Reynolds number. In this respect the non-adapted medium-grid solution is apparently not fully
representative for the exact solution.
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Fig. 52 Force coefficientsas function of Reynolds number obtained for non-adaptedandadapted
medium grids and obtained for fine grid, M , = 0.84, a: = 3.06', fixed transition at 3%
chord.

6.73 DLR F4 w i n m y
To illustrate that the developed adaptation algorithm is applicable for wing-body configurations
the present section describes the grid adaptation results for a CO-type single-block structured grid
around the DLR F4 wing-body configuration, see Fig. 53.

A medium resolution grid of 128 x 24 x 44cells (over 145,000nodes) in stream-wise, span-wise
and normal direction, respectively, is used. The upstream flow conditions are a Mach number
of M,

= 0.75, a Reynolds number of

Re,

= 3

x lo6, an incidence of a

= 0.93". Fixed

laminar-turbulent transition at 3% chord along the wing is employed, while the body surface is
t~eatedas inviscid (slip condition).
The initial and adapted medium grids and the corresponding C,-distributions are shown in figures
Figs. 53 to 56. The shock resolution is improved on the adapted grid and also it is observed that
grid lines have been moved towards the shock wave as well as into the boundary-layer.
It should be noted that thegridline forrningthe intersection of the symmetry plane and the fuselage
should not be moving during adaptation of the grid. At present, however, this is not accounted
for yet by the algorithm. The results presented in this section therefore only serve to indicate the
potential applicability of the grid adaptation algorithmto CO-type single-block topologies around
wing-body configurations.
The 145,000 node grid for a wing body configuration is a medium grid which is rather coarse for
obtaining a numerical solution of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations. Specificallyin
the span-wise direction the present grid is much too coarse so in the present study it merely serves

as an illustration. For the DLR F4 wing-body configuration an adequate medium grid would
contain in the order of 500,000 to 1 million nodes.

Fig. 53 Non-adaptedgridforthe DLR F4 wing-body configuration (M,= 0.75, Re,

cu = 0.93', fixed transition at 3% chord).

= 3 x lo6,

Fig. 54 C,distributh obtained on non-adapted grid for the DLR F4 wing-body configuration

(M, = 0.75, Re, = 3 x lo6,cu = 0.93', fixedtransitionat3% chord, ACp = 0.1).

Fig. 55 Adapted grid for the DLR F4 wing-body configuration (M, = 0.75,Re,

a = 0.93O, fixed transition at 3 % chord).

= 3 x lo6,

Fig. 56 C,distribution obtained on adaptedgridfor the D

0.75,Re,

=3x

L F4 wing-body configuration(M, =

lo6,cu = 0.93", fixed transition 3 % chord, AC,

= 0.1).

6.7.4

Generic Delta wing

In the present section adaptation results are presented for the t~ansonicflow around a delta wing,

a configuration generic for the wing of fighter aircraft. The results are obtained within the
framework of MLR's contribution to the TA15 research programme of the Western European
Armaments Group (WEAG-TA15) as describedin [I]. The cropped delta wing has a leading edge
sweep of 65", a sharp leading edge and a rounded tip. The flow condition used is: M,

= 0.85,

Re, = 48 x lo6, a! = loo, and the flow is assumed to be turbulent everywhere. The flow
solutions are solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. l b o grid resolutions are used: a coarse
CO-grid of 66,297 points and a medium CO-grid of 505,440 pints. The coarse CO-grid is a
subset of the medium grid with half the number of points in each coordinate direction. In contrast
to the previous examples, where only one adaptation per grid has been carried out, the present
example involves five adaptations. Each subsequent adaptation uses the previous adapted grid
as the 'initial' grid (see section 6.5.3). To prevent excessive adaptation and loosing too much
information from the true initial grid, each new adaptation is based on the difference between
the flow solution obtained on the current grid and that obtained on the previous grid (see section
6.5.3).
For the upper surface of the wing Fig. 57 shows the initial coarse grid and the adapted coarse
grids after 1 , 3 and 5 adaptations,respectively. The main vortex that is generated by leading-edge
flow separation causes the grid to become denser in the region adjacent to the leading edge. This
is also illustrated in Fig. 58 which shows the same grids in a cross-flow plane at approximately
60% root chord. In addition to adaptation in tangential direction the grid is also strongly adapted
in normal direction.
The initial grid in Figs. 57 and 58 is typical for the current practice in CFD. Near the surface the
grid is dense to accommodate boundary-layer resolution. Away from the surface the grid smoothly
stretches in normal direction to cells that have aspect ratios of about 1. In this case such a grid is
reasonably adequatein the region away from the neighbowhood of the vortex. The distribution of
grid p i n t s along grid lines normal to the upper surface that cross both the boundary-layer and the
vortex, however, has to be tuned carefully to accommodate resolution of both flow phenomena
The adapted grids shown in Fig. 58 suggest that this is exactly what the adaptation algorithm is
trying to do.
Fig. 59 shows the comparison of the computed surface pressure distributions in the cross-section
at 60% root chord. It appears that upon adaptation the C, suction peak on the upper side of the
wing shifts away from the leading edge and the secondary separation is better resolved. During

this shift the peak is reduced by approximately 10% and the gradients are increased. Fig. 60
shows a comparison of the Cpdistributions obtained on the initial coarse grid, on the coarse grid
after five adaptations, on the medium grid, and the one obtained £rom measurements. It shows
that the shift of the C ppeak away fTom the leading edge is in line with the results obtained on the
medium grid and the measurements. Also the pressure distribution between the symmetry plane
and the suction peak is better predicted. The suction peak associated with the vortex resulting
from the secondary separation that shows up in the medium grid result (small C, peak between
the high peak and the leading edge) is not present in the solution on the adapted coarse mesh.
This suggests that the secondary vortex is better resolved on the medium grid than on the adapted
coarse grid, i.e. more compact on the medium grid than on the adapted coarse grid.
Figs. 61 and 62 show the same comparisons as Figs. 59 and 60 but for the sections at 90% of the
root chord. Again it is observed that adaptation leads to a shift of the Cppeak away from the tip,
see Fig. 61, which is in line with the medium grid result and the measurements. The magnitude
of the peak, however, is too low.
Also one adaptation of the medium grid has been carried out. In Figs. 63 and 64 the results
obtained on the adapted medium grid are compared with the non-adapted medium-grid result
and the measurements. At both cross-sections (at 60% and 90% of the root chord) the shift of
the Cppeak due to the primary vortex is again evident which leads to better agreement with the
measurements. At the 60% cross-section it appears that upon adaptation secondary separation
occurs close to the location where it occurs in the measurement, but in the region between the
suction peak and the leading edge the solution needs improvement. An explanation of these results
may be that the adaptation algorithm cannot handle the multiple flow features present in the flow
such as the separating boundary layer, the leading edge shear layer, the primary vortex and the
secondary vortex. A further possible explanation may be that the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence
model cannot cope adequately with the interaction of the secondary vortex and the boundary layer.

In conclusion adaptation-results show trends towards better agreement with the experimental
results, especially with respect to the location of the peak in the Cp distribution. It is also
recognised, however, that the agreement with the measurements is not improved everywhere upon
adaptation. In particular the level of the C ppeak and the representation of the secondary vortex
are not improved. It should also be noted that seen in the light of the strong interaction of the
various flow features the overall number of nodes used is not very high.
At the 90% cross-section upon adaptation the distribution between the C, peak and the tip shows
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less agreement with the measurements than before adaptation.

Fig. 57 Top view of adaptedcoarsegrid for the upper side of the generic delta wing (M,

Re, = 48 x lo6, a = lo0, turbulent flow).

= 0.85,

initial

adaptation 1

adaptation 3

adaptation 5

Fig. 58 Cross-sectional view of adapted coarse grids around the leading edge of the generic
delta wing at approximately 60% of the root chord (M, = 0.85,
a!

= 10" turbulent flow).

Re, = 48 x lo6,

Fig. 59 Pressure distributions obtained for initial and adapted coarse grids at 60% roof chord

(M, = 0.85,Re, = 48 x lo6,LY = 10' turbulent flow).

mane. 5 adapwkns
medium

-

Fig. 60 Pressure distributionsobtained for initialand five times adaptedcoarse grids, on medium
grid, and from measurements, at 60% root chord (M, = 0.85,Re,
LY

= 10' turbulent flow).

= 48 x

lo6,

Fig. 61 Pressure distributions obtained for initial and adapted coarse grids at 90% root chord

(M, = 0.85,Re, = 48 x

lo6,or = 10'

turbulent flow).

Fig, 62 Pressure distributionsobtained for initial and five timesadapted coarse grids on medium
grid, and from measurements, at 90% root chord (M, = 0.85, Re,
or =

10" turbulent flow).
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medium, i n i f 1
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Fig. 63 Pressuredistribotionsobtainedforinitialaadaptedfinegrdsandfrommeasurements,
at approximately 60% root chord. (M, = 0.85,Re, = 48 x

lo6,CY = 10" turbulent

flow)
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Fig. 64 Pressure distributionsobtained forinitialandadaptedn e g r d and from measurements,
at approximately 90% root chord. (M, = 0.85,Re, = 48 x
flow)

lo6,CY = 10'

turbulent

6.75 Single-nozzle rocket
In the present section grid adaptation is applied to the complex aerodynamic problem of a singlenozzle rocket flying at supersonic speed. The basic question related to this problem is whether
the pressure at the base of the rocket can be predicted accurately. The work presented has been
carried out at NLR under a contract awarded by the European Space Agency as a contribution to
the ESA FESTIP programme [32].
Fig. 65 shows the configuration of the rocket including the single nozzle. The geometry of the
configurationis axi-symmetric. It consists of a blunted-cone forebody combined with a cylindrical
afterbody and a flat base. The nozzle has a cylindrical outer shape and a conical inner shape.
The dimensions of the configuration in Fig. 65 are specified in Table 4. The flight conditions
considered are:

-

Mach number: M , = 3,

- Reynolds number: Re, = 7.4 x lo6,

- zero incidence,
- plume total-pressureratio: ptplume/ptm
= 5.44

- plume total-temperatureratio: Ttplume/Ttm
= 1,
- forced transition at 21% length of the rocket measured from the nose of the blunted cone.
The flow simulation is based on the Thin-Layer Navier-Stokes (TLNS) equations including the
Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model for the forebody and afterbody flow. Downstream of the base
the turbulent eddy viscosity is kept fixed at a value of 100times the free-stream dynamic viscosity.
lWo results are discussed: one obtained on a non-adapted medium grid and a second one obtained
on a twice adaptedmedium grid. Both grids consist of approximately 15,000cells. For comparison
reasons an additional computation on a line grid has been canied out. The medium grid and the
fine grid are related in that each cell of the medium grid consists of four cells of the fine grid. So
no refinement has been carried out in the azimuthal direction. The geometq is axi-symmetric and
it is assumed that for the condition considered the flow is also axi-symmetric. However, the flow
solution is obtained with the flow solver for fully 3D flow.

Table 4 Dimensions of single-nozzle rocket

Fig. 65 Single-nozzle rocket configuration consisting of a blunted-condcyiinder combination
(BCCC).

Figs. 66 and 67 show an overview of the initial axi-symmetric grid and the obtained flow solution
in terms of the Mach number distribution. The initial grid is basically smooth with additional
clustering of points near solid walls and in the base region. Note that the grid is constructed such
that it will contain the bow shock of the configuration at this Mach number. The grid consists of 11
blocks comprising a total of 42,000 nodes in each of the two azimuthal planes. The Mach number
contours show the bow shock in front of the blunted cone, the expansion fan at the transition
between the conical and the cylindrical part, and the complicated base flow comprising of shear
layers, expansion fans and an oblique shock.
Figs. 68 and 69 show an overview of the twice adapted grid and the obtained flow solutionin terms
of the Mach number distributionrespectively. The adapted grid shows clustering at the location of
the flow features mentioned above. It should be noted that the adaptation is canied out in only one
grid coordinate direction, i.e. in radial direction only. This implies that grid adaptation is allowed
in the direction normal to the surface of the rocket and normal to the base centerline, but not in
the direction normal to the base. Adaptation in two directions is also possible but would require
a significant effort in terms of multi-block corrections, as discussed in section 6.6. Moreover, the
majority of flow features to be captured are elongated in stream-wise direction such that adaptation
in only one coordinate direction will be sufficient. This is illustratedby the Mach number contours
in Fig. 69 showing improved resolution of shocks, expansion fans and shear-layers. A close-up of
the stagnation area around the nose is given in Figs.. 70 and 71. The Mach contours obtained for
the initial grid hardly represent a bow shock, showing non-physical behaviour at the stagnation
point and very poor resolution of the oblique part of the shock The twice adapted grid is heavily
clustered at the position of the shock while the boundary layer resolution is maintained. The size
of the cells upstream of the bow shock is increased by approximately 250%, while the size of
cells downstream of the shock is approximately unaltered. This is understandable since the flow
upstream of the bow shock is uniform. The Mach contours obtained for the twice adapted grid
show a dramatical improvement of the shock resolution and the flow solution at the stagnation
point.
Figs. 72 to 75 show the grids and Mach contours in the base region. The initial grid is chosen
fairly uniform in order to capture flow features like free shear-layers. The adapted grid is clearly
clustered at several flow features such as the expansion fan and the shear-layer originating from
the edge of the cylindrical afterbody, the strong oblique recompression shock initiated by the
sudden change of the shear-layer direction induced by the plume, the plume boundary, and finally
the barrel shock inside the exhaust plume. Comparison of the Mach number contours obtained
for the initial and twice-adapted grids learns that all of these flow features are significantly better

resolved on the adapted grid.
Fig. 76 shows a close-up of the grids in the base region where the cylindricaL/co~calnozzle is
clearly visible. The adapted grid indicates the location of the free shear-layer and of the exhaustplume boundary. Fig. 77 shows some stream lines from the (axi-symmetric) solution for both
grids. One stream line forms a closed contour indicating a large recirculation zone near the base.
Also note another closed contour indicating a much smaller recirculation zone in the comer of the
base and the nozzle. Another stream line indicates the plume boundary showing irregularities on
the initial grid which are not present on the adapted grid. Also the angle of the free shear layer
that originates from the edge of the cylindrical afterbody changes slightly upon adaptation. This
is important since this angle determines the base pressure.

In Fig. 78 the base pressure distribution, normalised by the upstream static pressure, is plotted
against the radial coordinate normalised by the base radius. Five distributions are compared:
(1) result obtained for initial medium grid

(2) result obtained for adapted medium grid
(3) result obtained for twice-adapted medium grid

(4) result obtained for non-adapted fine grid
(5) result obtained &om measurements [3].

The difference between the results obtained for the initial medium grid and the non-adapted fine
grid amounts to approximately 30%. The results obtained for the adapted medium grid and the
twice-adapted medium grid are almost equal and closer to the non-adapted fine grid result. The
increase of the base pressure upon adaptation is in agreement with the change of the shear-layer
angle mentioned before. Compared to the measurements the data obtained on the adapted grids
correlate very well.
Finally Fig. 79 shows the convergence history of the flow solution procedure on the medium
grids. The first 15,000 iterations have been carried out on the initial medium grid resulting in a
limit cycle, possibly suggesting that the flow solution is not steady. The curve starting at 15,000
iterations is the convergence history of the flow solution procedure on the medium grid upon
one adaptation, which shows excellent convergence well below the level of the limit cycle. The
curve starting at 17,000 iterations is the convergence history of the flow solution procedure on the
medium grid upon two adaptations, which shows even better convergence. Hence, grid adaptation
may lead in some cases not only to an improved flow solution but also to better convergence of
the solution procedure.

--

Fig. 66 Overview of initial grid around single-node rocket configuration (M, = 3.0, Re, =

7.4 x 106).

Fig. 67 Overview of Mach number distribution obtained for the initial grid around singlenoule
rocket configuration (M,= 3.0, Re, = 7.4 x lo6,AM = 0.1).

Fig. 68 Overview of twice adapted grid around single-nozzle rocket configuration (M, = 3.0,

Re, = 7.4 x lo6).

Fig. 69 Overview of Mach number distribution obtained for the twice adapted grid around singlenozzle rocket configuration (M, = 3.0, Re, = 7.4 x lo6,A M = 0.1).

a) initial grid

b) twice adapted grid

Fig. 70 Stagnationarea of initialandtwiceadaptedgridaroundsingl~
rocket configuration

(M, = 3.0, Re, = 7.4 x lo6).

a) on initial grid

b) on twice adapted grid

Fig. 7
71 Mach number distribution in stagnation area obtained for the initial and twice adapted
grids aroundsingle-noule rocket configuration (M, = 3.0, Re, = 7.4

0.05).

x lo6, AM =

Fig. 72 Base area of initial grid around single-nozzle rocket configuration (M,= 3.0, Re, =
7.4 x 106).
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Fig. 73 Base area of twice adapt& grid around single-nozzle rocket configuration (M, = 3.0,

Re, = 7.4 x lo6).

Fig. 74 Mach number distribution in base area obtained for the initial grid around single-nozzle
rocket configuration (M, = 3.0, Re, = 7.4 x lo6,AM = 0.1).

Fig. 75 Mach number distribution in base area obtained for the twice adapted grid around singlen o d e rocket configuration (M, = 3.0,Re, = 7.4 x lo6,AM = 0.1).

b) twice adapted grid

a) initial grid

Fig. 76 Base area close-up of in~?ialand twice adapted grid around single-nozzle rocket configuration (M, = 3.0,Re, = 7.4 x lo6).

L

L

a) initial grid

b) twice adapted grid

Fig. 77 Stream lines in base area obtained for the initial and twice adapted grids around singlenozzle rocket configuration (M, = 3.0,Re, = 7.4 x 1
0
'
)
.

0.3

medium grid
medium grid, 1 adaptation
medium rid, 2 adaptations
ifne grid
experiment

-----.

Fig. 78 Base pressure distribution obtained on medium grids (0, 1 and 2 adaptations), on fine
grid, and from measurements (N-Dem) (M, = 3.0, Re, = 7.4 x lo6)

Fig. 79 Convergence history on initial grid, once adapted and twice adaptedgrid,

6.8 Conclusions
The 2D-grid adaptation algorithm developed in chapter 5 has been extended towards a 3D-grid
adaptation algorithm. The concept of using modification functions to obtain desirable properties
of the adapted grid in boundary-layers has been transfemed from 2D to 3D. Both the qualitative
arguments of section 6.2 and the numerical examples presented in section 6.7 show that the
modification functions used (Eq. 203) are effective in 3D problems. This is illustrated by the
following properties of the adapted grids in boundary-layers:

- preservation of orthogonality,
- one-dimensional equidistribution of a weight function in normal direction to the surface,
and

- adaptation in flow direction is controlled by the flow just outside the boundary-layer.
Hence, it appears that the algorithm for adaptation of 3D-grids has the same desirable properties
in boundary-layers as in the 2D case, see section 5.7.2.

A significant effort was required to maintain compatibility (Cocontinuity)across reentrant bound-

aries of single-block grids and in general between blocks of an adapted multi-blockgrid. A general
solution for this problem has not been presented but a practical solution has been proposed, implemented and applied. A multi-block grid is first adapted on a block-by-block basis introducing
discontinuities between grids in neighbouring blocks. Next a correction algorithm is applied
which:
(i) constructs "averaged grids in block faces belonging to pairs of blocks, and
(ii) subsequently adjusts the block-interior grids to the corrected grids in the common faces.

A key item in this correction algorithm is the averaging of two different grids in a single common
face. The two grids are defined by four computational coordinates (two for each grid), which are
considered as monitor functions used in the adaptation of the original, initial non-adapted, grid in
the specific block face. For this the 2D adaptation algorithm is employed. Since the theorem of
Clement, Hagmeijer and Sweers presented in section 4.6 is applicable, this leads to an "averaged"
grid that is guaranteed to be regular and non-overlapping.

The 3D grid adaptation algorithm has been demonstrated by application to a variety of aerodynamic
problems, ranging from transonic flow around a transport wing and a winghody configuration to
the transonic flow around a fighter-type delta wing and supersonic flow around a rocket-propelled

launcher vehicle. In general it is clear that on adapted grids shocks, leading-edge expansion
regions and boundary-layers are better resolved leading to improvements in the local pressure
and skin-liiction distribution. It is also clear, however, that improvements at one location may be
accompanied by detrimental effects somewhere else.

7 Summary, conclusions and recommendations
The present study shows how a robust grid adaptation algorithm suitable for multidimensional
aerodynamic problems can be developed starting from the one-dimensional equidistributionprinciple:

(weight function) x (meshsize) = constant.
It is shown that the equidistributionprinciplecan be formulated in various ways which are mathematically interrelated (section 1.1). These formulations, ranging from variational statements that
prescribe a functional to be minimised to evolutionary statements that directly prescribe node
movements, have been used in the literature.

One of the variational statements pertains to minimising (41):

In this formulation the computational coordinate .$ is obtained as a function of the physical
coordinate x controlled by the weight function w(x). This formulation is used for extension from
one dimension to multiple dimensions minimising a Weighted Least Squares functional (47):

with 4 = 6.4 = q and q5 = C,for each of the three coordinates, respectively. The corresponding
Euler-Lagrange equations are linear partial differential equations for the computational coordinates 5 as functions of the physical coordinates x controlled by three separate weight functions

w j ( x ) ,j = 1,2,3, see Eq.s (50) and (55).

Four sets of partial differential equations that are frequently cited in the literature can be cast in the
Weighted Least Squares format presented (section 3.3). Each of these methods satisfies a subset
of the four requirements that have been identified as being essential for the map f(x) (Table 1,
section 3.4), none of these methods satisfies all four requirements simultaneously. This is the
motivation for the development of the so-called Compound Weighted Least Squares functional.

Introduction of a parametric domain associated with the given initial grid and application of the
Weighted Least Squares functional in this domain is equivalent to application of the Compound
Weighted Least Squares functional in the physical domain (see Fig. 8). It is demonstrated that this
functional satisfies all four requirements simultaneously (see Table 2). To interpret the functional
an equivalent functional (141) is derived that resembles the multidimensional extension of the
onedimensional equidistribution principle. It is also shown that application of the compound
functional is equivalent to one-dimensional equidistributionin an grid-plane averaged way (Eqs.
(143) to (145)). Finally it is highly significant that there exists an invertibility thwrem, recently
developed by Clement, Hagmeijer and Sweers, that guarantees that the generated map between
the computational domain and the physical domain is invertible (section 4.6). For the adapted
grid this means that it is non-overlapping assuming that discretisation errors are sufficiently small.
The significance of this thwrem follows from the observation that the avoidance of grid overlap
is one of the major concerns in CFD applications.

Application of the developed grid-adaptation algorithm to two-dimensionalaerodynamicproblems
requires a modification of the paaial differential equations (see section 5.2) in order to obtain
desirable properties in boundary-layers:

- preservation of orthogonality,
- one-dimensionalequidistributionof a weight function in the direction normal to the surface
of the airfoil, and

- adaptation in the direction of the flow controlled by the outer flow.
It is shown by application of the modified algorithm to a series of 2D flow problems (section 5.7)
that it is robust and that grid adaptation leads to:

- an improved flow solution when compared to the flow solution obtained on a grid that
contains four times as many nodes,

- a smooth flow solution in the computational domain,
- an approximately linear velocity profile in those parts of the computational domain that
correspond to boundary-layers in the physical domain.
These observations indicate that the quality of the flow solution is improved upon grid adaptation.

Similar modifications to obtain desirable properties in 2D boundary-layers can be applied to the
equations for grid adaptation in 3D (section 6.1). It is demonstrated that grids in the vicinity of

intersecting walls are adapted in such a way that orthogonality is conserved in the boundary-layer
on each wall.

Four different methods for multiple adaptations have been described briefly (section 6.5) and two
of these methods have been applied to 3D aerodynamic problems. Also discussed is the way
in which multi-block grids can be adapted with the developed grid adaptation algorithm which
is basically an algorithm for single-block grids. It appears that block-by-block adaptation leads
to grid-discontinuity in block-interfaces. This is solved by developing an averaging map for
the two different grids at each side of the interface and subsequently correcting the grid in the
block-interior to the corrected grid in the block-faces. The correction algorithm for the blockinterior grid, however, has not yet been developed fully to a general algorithm. The adaptation
of a single-block topology grid around wings is explained in detail (section 6.6.3) including the
correction mappings.

The 3D adaptation algorithm has been applied to a variety of aerodynamic problems. For each
of these problems grid-overlap has not occmed, which again demonstrates the robustness of
the developed algorithm. The improvement of the flow-solution quality has been assessed by
comparison to results obtained on denser grids as well as by comparison to experimental data In
most cases improvement is evident but for the delta-wing case m e r investigation is desirable.
The adaptation of the multi-block axi-symmehic grid around a single-nozzle rocket configuration
has been successful in that it enables a fully converged flow solution. It also results in better
agreement with the flow solution obtained on a fine grid and with experimental data

In conclusion it is noted that each of the four objectives formulated in section 1.5 has been met in
this study. The completepath has beentraveled, starting £rom areview of first principles, extending
these principles towards 2D and 3D formulations, and accomplishing the development of a robust
grid-adaptation algorithm demonstrated by application to realistic aerodynamic problems. The
relevance of the these results to the aerodynamic analysis and design practice is still limited to
generic configurations like wings, winghody combinations and rockets. The main obstacle for
application of the obtained grid adaptation algorithm to more complex geometries is the lack of

a robust and reliable algorithm for the matching of block-by-block adapted grids. On the other
hand, the multi-block adaptation problem might be solved by introducing flow solvers that do not
require grid-continuity at block-interfaces which enables pure block-by-block adaptation.
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